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Abstract 
A survey that is done by Imad Alsyouf in 2009 among Swedish Companies shows that 81% of 

the firms use to select their Maintenance Strategy by no specific method, but the knowledge and 

experience accumulated within the company. Also 31% use a method base on modelling the time 

to failure and optimization, while just 10% use Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis 

(FMECA) and decision trees in their selection and only 2% use Multiple criteria decision making 

(MCDM). On the other hand, about 6% use other maintenance selection methods such as 

monthly lists, documentation and experience, major overhauls twice a year, maintenance cost, 

manufacturer recommendations, risk analysis and their own databases, It should be noticed that 

about 30% of the respondents use a combination of at least two methods at the same time, for 

example, experience and FMECA, or experience, modelling and optimisation. 

  This research intends to introduce a model in order to choose the best Maintenance Strategy 

based on the condition of the relevant company. Basically, it is divided into three main parts. 

First part is the theoretical part and deals with the Maintenance approaches, conceptions, cost, 

software, and management. Second part explains the structure of selecting maintenance strategy 

by using improved Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) method and describes some definitions 

and equations in this scientific method. In the third part, a hypothetical example shows the 

accuracy of the method and the way it works.  
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Abbreviation: 
AHP: Analytical Hierarchical Process 

BCM: Business-Centered maintenance 

CBM: Condition Based Maintenance 

CFA: Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

CHT: Class Hierarchical Tree 

CI: Consistency Index 

CIBOCOF: Centre Industrieel Beleid Onderhouds ontwikkelings framework, 

    (Centre for Industrial Management Maintenance Concept Development Framework) 

CM: Corrective Maintenance 

CMMS: Computerized Maintenance Management System 

CR: Consistency Ratio 

DOM: Design-out of Maintenance 

DTs: Decision Trees 

EFA: Exploratory factor analysis 

FBM: Failure Based Maintenance 

FMECA: Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis 

Hentropy: Hierarchical-Entropy 

IND.: Indiscernibility  

LCC: Life-cycle costing 

MCDM: Multiple-criteria decision-making  

MMS: Maintenance Management System 

OBM: Opportunity-based maintenance 

OM: Opportunistic Maintenance 

PCM: Powertrain Control Module 

PdM: Predictive Maintenance 

PM: Preventive Maintenance 

Q&D: Quick & dirty decision charts 

RCM: Reliability-Centred Maintenance 

RI: Random Consistency Index 

SGF: Attribute significances  

TBM: Time-based maintenance 

TPM: Total Productive Maintenance 

TQMain: Total Quality Maintenance 

UBM: Use-based maintenance 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Introduction 

In a research that has done by Dr. Imad Alsyouf in 2009 a questionnaire has run in order to 

analyse the methods of Maintenance Strategy Selection in the Swedish companies .This research 

shows that 81% of the firms use to select their Maintenance strategy by no specific method, but 

the knowledge and experience accumulated within the company. Also 31% use a method base on 

modelling the time to failure and optimization, while just 10% use Failure Mode Effects and 

Criticality Analysis (FMECA) and decision trees in their selection and only 2% use Multiple-

criteria decision-making (MCDM). On the other hand, about 6% use other maintenance selection 

methods such as monthly lists, documentation and experience, major overhauls twice a year, 

maintenance cost, manufacturer recommendations, risk analysis and their own databases. It 

should be noticed that about 30% of the respondents used a combination of at least two methods 

at the same time, for example, experience and FMECA, or experience, modelling and 

optimisation (Alsyouf, 2009, p.219). 

  Obviously, maintenance is going to play a remarkable role in the process and product lines 

regarding the competitive climate among companies in the current world. In such a situation it 

seems that decision makers need a specific method to smooth the way of maintenance strategy 

selection.  Although the managers as decision makers can make their decisions based on the 

above methods, it is so important to choose the exact selection method to avoid harmful 

consequences. Selecting a wrong strategy for a company or in the maintenance department can 

cause a disaster in increasing costs and wasting time as the company should spend lots of money 

to implement a maintenance strategy either right or wrong. Therefore, this research would show 

a method in order to choose the best maintenance strategy in a safe climate. 

1.1. Problem statement 
Generally, the problem is to find the best maintenance strategy for the company by using 

improved AHP method in order to avoid wasting time and money that might consequently come 

from wrong maintenance strategy implementation. In this research, based on a strong theoretical 

method an example would be argued in chapters 5, 6, and 7 in order to demonstrate the way the 

method works. This method has 5 steps that would be described completely in the part 4.1.  

1.2.  Aim of project 

In the current research it is tried to introduce a new model to choose the best maintenance 

strategy in industry by using “improved Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP)” method. This 

model would help the maintenance manager to specify next maintenance strategy based on a 

strong scientific method. This method is purely illustrated in the chapter 4, and consequently in 

the chapters 5, 6, and 7 a theoretical example at automotive aftermarket service is discussed to 

show the way the method works.  
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1.2.1. Research Question 

Based on the explanation in part 1.1 this research is supposed to answer following questions: 

         RQ1. What are the main factors that effect on choosing maintenance strategy? 

RQ2. Is there any structure to choose the best Maintenance strategy? 

  RQ3. How Maintenance Manager can specify next Maintenance Strategy? 

         RQ4. What are the tools or software that can help Maintenance Manager to get the correct 

decision in choosing next Maintenance Strategy?  

1.3. Project directives 

Basically using improved AHP method in selecting maintenance strategy needs the researcher to 

analyse lots of data and formula. On the other hand, based on the huge amounts of calculation in 

the “Factor Analysis” and using the “improved AHP method”, decision maker needs to use some 

software like as Microsoft Excel and SPSS. Following in the section 4.1.2.7, the SPSS software 

is introduced as software which deals with the factor analysis. SPSS is supposed to categorize 

and group the alternatives that effect on the maintenance strategy selection.  

1.4. Project limitations 

In order to test the accuracy of the method the whole project must run at a maintenance 

department in a company. But in the current research a theoretical example at the aftermarket 

would be discussed instead. Initial data is generated hypothetically by Excel and would be 

analysed by using SPSS. A hypothetical questionnaire is prepared regarding the theoretical 

example in order to show the way of gathering data in the desired industry. SPSS software, 

would deal with the factor analysis and identifying the main factors. After factor analysis and 

making a hierarchical decision tree, project would continue by implementing of improved AHP 

method to find the scores of deferent maintenance approach to be applied in the relevant 

company.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Research Methodology 
Research is a logical and systematic search for new and useful information on a particular topic. 

It is an investigation of finding solutions to scientific and social problems through objective and 

systematic analysis.   

  Identifying “Research”, Research methodology “is a systematic way to solve a problem. It is a 

science of studying how research is to be carried out. Essentially, “the procedures by which 

researchers go about their work of describing, explaining and predicting phenomena are called 

research methodology”. It is also defined as the study of methods by which knowledge is gained. 

Its aim is to give the work plan of research (Rajasekar, S., et al., 2006, pp.1-2). It should be 

mentioned that there is a difference between research methodology and research methods.  

  Research methods “are the various procedures, schemes, algorithms, etc. used in research”. 

All the methods used by a researcher during a research study are termed as research methods. 

They are essentially planned, scientific and value-neutral. They include theoretical procedures, 

experimental studies, numerical schemes, statistical approaches, etc. Research methods help us 

collect samples, data and find a solution to a problem. Particularly, scientific research methods 

call for explanations based on collected facts, measurements and observations and not on 

reasoning alone. They accept only those explanations which can be verified by experiments 

(Rajasekar, S., et al., 2006, pp.1-2). 

  According to the above definitions this chapter is going to discuss about the Research 

Methodology that the researcher selected in the current research. 

2.1. Research approach 

The theory of science elaborates on the relationship between ultimate presumptions, i.e. the 

ontological and epistemological standpoint, and the methodological approach, i.e. how to create 

new knowledge. Arbnor and Bjerke (1997) propose three methodological approaches operating 

in business research: 

• The analytical approach 

• The systems approach 

• The actors approach 

   Figure 1 describes the relationship between the three different methodological approaches 

related to paradigmatic categories. 

 
Figure 1: Relationship between the three different methodological approaches (Arbnor and Bjerke, 1997) 
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  Arbnor and Bjerke (1997) argue that there is a difference between explanatory creation of 

knowledge and an understanding one. The positivistic tradition on one hand denies the existence 

of a fundamental difference between natural and social science. The hermeneutic tradition claims 

there is a decisive difference between explaining nature and understanding culture. But, the 

researcher creates this research based on both explanatory and understanding knowledge. 

Indeed, the researcher had chosen a system approach due to the fact that both explanatory and 

understanding knowledge are used in the current thesis.  

  In the systems approach, a system is understood as a set of components or elements and the 

relation among them (Deming 1994). Like the analytical approach, the systems approach makes 

a distinction between objective reality and representations of this reality. The researcher tries to 

seek final relations, i.e. relations among different criteria that would effect on both maintenance 

and the company goal(s). According to the system approach explanation, it could be claimed that 

the researcher had chosen the system approach regarding clarifying of maintenance strategies, 

conceptions in chapter 3, and the scientific method which is described in chapter 4 to show the 

structure of maintenance strategy selection. 

2.2. Research Design 

Scientific research is based on certain mathematical, numerical and experimental methods. These 

sources have to be properly studied and judged before applying them to the problem of interest 

(Rajasekar, S., et al., 2006, pp.10). This research started with an industrial problem: How to 

select the best maintenance strategy? In order to answer this problem, the researcher creates a 

framework for the current research which is shown in figure 2. This framework is started with a 

theoretical background to explain the maintenance strategies and conceptions. In this way, the 

researcher makes a basement for the next stage which deals with the structure of maintenance 

strategy selection. Then it is followed by a literature study in chapter 4 to clarify the methods, 

equations, and concepts which is used in the structure of maintenance strategy selection. Finally, 

the researcher tries to illustrate the scientific method of maintenance strategy selection by giving 

an example in the aftermarket of automotive industry. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Literature
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Literature
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Stage 
The Structure of 
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Strategy Selection 
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Study 
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Figure 2: Research Design that has three stages in the current thesis. 
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2.3. Research questions 

According to the main problem in this research which is illustrated in part 1.1, the researcher is 

supposed to investigate and find the answers of the following questions: 

RQ1. What are the main factors that effect on choosing maintenance strategy? 

RQ2. Is there any structure to choose the best Maintenance strategy? 

RQ3. How Maintenance Manager can specify next Maintenance Strategy? 

RQ4. What are the tools or software that can help Maintenance Manager to get the correct 

decision in choosing next Maintenance Strategy?  

  Generally, the answers to the above questions would be clarified in part 6.2 in chapter 6 by the 

researcher. Additionally, along different chapters and parts in the current research, the answers 

could be found. Figure 3 shows the relevant chapters and parts regarding the answers to the 

research questions. 

 

Figure 3: Relevant Chapters and Parts regarding answers of research questions 

2.4. Data Collection 

Ways to collect data include documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, 

participant observation, and physical artifacts (Yin 1994, Kvale 1997, Westlander 2000, Hussey 

and Hussey 1997). Action research (Westlander 1999, Gummesson 2000) is another way of 

collecting data. The concept of action research is reserved for those situations in which 

researchers assume the role of change agents of the process and events they are simultaneously 

studying (Gummesson 2000). An important, but often diffuse and frequently argued, view is that 

there exist both quantitative and qualitative research methods. The methodology itself cannot be 

quantitative or qualitative. Here, an important distinction must be made: it is the data that is 

either quantitative or qualitative, not the methods used to collect it (Rolf Olsson, 2006, p.24). 

 

•RQ3 •RQ4 

 

•RQ2 
 

•RQ1 
Chapter 4 ,5: 

Part 4.1.1 

Part 5.1.7 

Part 5.1.8 

Part 6.2 

Chapter 4 , 5: 

Part 4.1 

Part 5.1 

Part 6.2 

Chapter 4 , 5, 6: 

Part 4.1.1 

Part 5.1.7 

Part 5.1.8 

Part 6.2 

Chapter 4,6: 

  Part 4.1.2.7 

   Part 6.2 
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2.4.1. Primary Data collection  

The primary data in this research was gathered through the questionnaires and interviews. 

Questionnaire surveys are the most popular data collection method in the business studies 

(Ghauri et al., 1995). A questionnaire provides a tool for eliciting information which you can 

tabulate and discuss. In many evaluations, a questionnaire serves as the major source of 

information (Taylor-Powell, E., 1998). In the current research it is supposed the researcher to 

collect data by running a questionnaire. But due to some limitation, the researcher performed a 

hypothetical questionnaire regarding data that are needed for factor analysing. This questionnaire 

contains a main question that asks respondent to rank the effectiveness of factors that effect on 

both the goals of company and the maintenance strategy. It should be mentioned that the 

example in chapter 5 is totally hypothetically and therefore hypothetical data is generated by 

using Excel and Random formula. Also it is assumed that there are about a hundred participants 

asked to attend the questionnaire. Actually the number of participant is important due to the fact 

that the more the amount of participants are, the more the invisible relations between criteria 

(Indiscernibility relationships) would be identified.     

  On the other hand through a hypothetical interview by maintenance manager of the desire 

company a set of standard data would be gathered to complete the research. In this interview 

some questions according to the current, and proposal maintenance strategies are prepared and 

researcher asks maintenance manager to answer them.   

2.4.2. Secondary Data collection 

Secondary data means data that are already available i.e. it refers to the data which have already 

been collected and analyzed by someone else (Kothari, 2004, p.111). In this research in order to 

answer the research questions, the secondary data is collected by exploring library, Ebrary
1
, and 

DiVA
2
 website in the Mälardalen University. Also some data are collected from previous 

researches, Magazines, via exploring Google.com. According to the vast gathered data, lots of 

definitions and conceptions are illustrated in the chapter three.  

  Chapter 3 deals with the conceptions like as Strategy, Strategy development, maintenance 

strategies and concepts, maintenance costs, maintenance planning, and maintenance management 

system. Some maintenance approaches such as CM, PM, CBM, and PdM are described (see 

among (In SS-EN 13306, 2001), (Bengtsson, 2007), (Wireman, 1990)). On the other hand, TPM, 

RCM, and TQMain are defined as maintenance concepts by exploring previous researches and 

issues (see among (Pomorski, 2004), (Moubray, 1997), (Al-Najjar, 1996)). To explain why 

researcher raised the main problem (how to select the best maintenance strategy?) in this 

research two charts are shown in chapter three. Results of these two charts that are gained by 

another research (Alsyouf, 2009) identify the need for using a powerful method in selecting the 

best maintenance approaches. Utilization of this powerful method would help managers to avoid 

wasting money, time, and man-hour.  

                                                            
1 ebrary helps customers acquire e-books strategically through a three step approach involving transitioning, diversifying and 

streamlining. 
2  DiVA portal is a finding tool and an institutional repository for research publications and student theses written at 30 

universities and colleges of higher education. 
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  Indeed the researcher excavates lots of resources and books to introduce the structure of 

selecting maintenance strategy by using improved AHP method in chapter 4. In this chapter a 

scientific method is explained based on the previous researches (see among (Alsyouf, 2001), 

(Pariazar, et al., 2008), (Jafari A., et al, in 2008), (Salonen, 2010), ( Zaim, S., et al. ,2012)). In 

continue, according to the mentioned scientific method, Factor Analysis (DeCoster, 1998) is 

described completely. Then this chapter deals with the AHP method and its improvement by 

using Rough Set Theory (see among (Saaty, 1980, 1982, 1990), (Bevilacqua et al., 2000), 

(Forman et al., 2001), (Pawlak, Z., 1984, 1982, 1991), (Sankar K., et al., 2004)). Part (4.1.4) is 

one of the most important parts of the literature study in this chapter due to the fact that it shows 

how the improved AHP method works in the structure of selecting the maintenance strategy. 

2.5. The researcher’s role in the research process 

Influencing on the research is unavoidable for the researcher. In addition to the researcher’s 

epistemology and ontology, his or her background and pre-understanding of the research area 

influence the research in various ways (Salonen, A., 2011, p.21). However, according to some 

authors the researcher’s personal knowledge has evolved during the research. Argyris and Schön 

(1978) describe learning as single-loop learning where learning takes place within the existing 

paradigm. Double loop learning, they contend, requires that new theories-in-use have to be 

acknowledged and understood. A combination of this description with Kolb’s learning cycle (see 

Kolb (1984)), reflects how the author’s personal knowledge has evolved during the research. The 

researcher pre-understands of a problem or a situation starts the process. Reflection on the 

obtained knowledge and experience leads to ideas about a new approach. The approach is then 

tested through experimentation and followed by new experience and knowledge. However, in 

this respect, experimentation does not mean to adopt a strict analytical approach. This knowledge 

is then used to determine if the espoused theory is in line with the theory-in use. It is then 

possible to decide if more fundamental changes are needed as a base for creating an increased 

pre-understanding of the context studied (Rolf Olsson, 2006, p.15). Figure 4 shows this:  

 
Figure 4: Kolb’s learning cycle, modified with a double-loop (Argyris and Schön 1978). 

  The researcher has eight years of experience in the field of maintenance planning and 

developing maintenance strategies and conceptions. Such a deep experience and knowledge 

about different aspects of maintenance allows the researcher to effect on the research questions. 

For example, the researcher chooses the criteria that effect on the goal(s) of the company based 

on his experience and by focusing on the relevant industry.  
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CHAPTER 3 

3. Theoretical background   

The main objective of this chapter is to define some of basic definitions like as strategy, 

maintenance, maintenance approaches, conceptions, cost, software, and management. On the 

other hands, this chapter introduces some of maintenance selection methods and approaches that 

are currently used in most Swedish companies. 

3.1.   Strategy definitions 

Rao defines strategy as "a unified, comprehensive, and integrated plan that relates to the 

strategic advantages of the firm to the challenges of the environment. It is designed to ensure 

that the basic objectives of the enterprise are achieved through proper execution by the 

organisation "(Rao, 2010, p.p.21-25). 

  Chandler defines strategy as "the determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of 

an enterprise and the adoption of the courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary 

for carrying out these goals"(Chandler, 1962, p.13). 

   Strategy is defined by Arthur Sharplin as "a plan or course of action which is of vital pervasive 

or continuing importance to the organisation as a whole" (Sharplin, et al., 1985). 

  Quinn defines the term strategy as, "the pattern of plan that integrates an organisation's major 

goals, policies and action sequences into a cohesive whole" (Quinn, et al., 2003). 

3.2. Strategy development and Strategic Planning  

Heizer and Render describe the strategy development process as follow: 

 "In order to develop an effective strategy, organizations first seek to identify opportunities in the 

economic system. Then we define the organization's mission or purpose in society - what it will 

contribute to society. This purpose is the organization's reason for being, that is, its mission. 

Once an organization's mission has been decided, each functional area within the firm 

determines its supporting mission. .. "  

  We achieve missions via strategies. A strategy is a plan designed to achieve a mission... A 

mission should be established in light of the threats and opportunities in the environment and the 

strengths and weakness of the organization" (Heizer et al, 1993, pp.25-26).  

  Strategic planning involves a "forward process" of projecting the likely or logical future and a 

"backward" process of prioritizing desired futures. The backward process affords people an 

opportunity to expand their awareness of what states of the system they would like to see take 

place, and with what priorities. Using the backward process, planners identify both opportunities 

and obstacles and eventually select effective policies to facilitate reaching the desired future 

(Forman et al., 2001, p.333). 
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3.3. Maintenance definitions 

 ICOMOS
3
 (1987) defines maintenance as “the continuous protective care of the fabric, contents 

and setting of a place and is to be distinguished from repair because repair involves restoration 

or re-construction and should be treated accordingly”. 

  Feilden and Jokilehto (1993, p.3) defines maintenance more broadly with no clear distinction 

between maintenance and repair. According to them  “maintenance,  is a continuous process that  

includes all practical and technical measures that are needed to keep the site in condition at a 

standard that permits enjoyment of the cultural resource without damage”.  

  Maintenance, according to Al-Najjar (1997), is; “the combination of all technical and 

administrative actions, including supervision actions, intended to monitor, control and retain an 

item, machine or process in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform a required function”. 

This is of cause from an industrial point of view (Al-Najjar, 1997). 

  On the other hand Maintenance in the “Swedish standard SS-EN 13306” view is: ”the 

combination of all technical, administrative and managerial actions during the life cycle of an 

item intended to retain it in, or restore it to a state in which it can perform the required function” 

(SS-EN 13306,2001,p.7) 

3.4.  Maintenance Strategy 

  Maintenance strategy has deferent definitions in deferent author’s views. Some authors describe 

it as “the choice between corrective, preventive and condition based maintenance”. Others, like 

Gallimore and Penlesky (1988) discuss that maintenance strategy is the combination of reactive 

maintenance, regularly scheduled preventative maintenance, inspection, backup equipment, and 

equipment upgrades (Penlesky et al., 1988, p.16-22). 

 In Ashok Kumar view a maintenance strategy is a decision rule which establishes the sequel of 

maintenance actions in order to maintain or restore the system in a specified state by using the 

suitable resources (Ashok Kumar et al., 2012). 

 Wilson (1999) mentioned that “maintenance strategies are needed because plant and building 

performance influences quality, costs, and customer needs, and thereby has a direct input to the 

bottom line” (Wilson, 1999, p. I). According to Wilson (1999), an asset maintenance strategy is 

based on a co-ordinated set of objectives and major policies of the maintenance operation. All 

objectives will have targets to be aimed at, resulting in hard figures for the goals to be achieved. 

  Also in Abdelhakim’s view (2005), “maintenance strategy is needed due to the fact that 

companies tend to position themselves on international competition market. These companies 

have to satisfy customers that are more demanding in terms of high quality, faster response and 

better performance, throughout the product/process life cycle” (Abdelhakim et al, 2005, p.6).  

  To achieve the mentioned goals, companies have to restructure their production systems and 

shift their management from a reactive to an anticipative role and provide new management 

concepts that are more flexible, integrated, safe and clean. These requirements lead to the 

                                                            
3 International Council on Monuments and Sites 
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development of complex production systems combining automation, integration and flexibility.  

Besides of these requirements, the need of production availability maximization, cost-

effectiveness, safety and cleanliness has appeared. One of the key challenges is therefore to 

develop optimized maintenance strategies and approaches that ensure global performance 

enhancement (Abdelhakim et al, 2005, p.6).  

  The development of optimized maintenance strategies would have impacts not only on the 

equipment availability and cost optimization, but also on the product quality, environment 

protection, human safety, energy control, zero waste and enterprise strategy (Abdelhakim et al, 

2005, p.6). 

3.5. Maintenance approaches 
Several maintenance approaches, i.e. strategies and concepts, have been implemented by 

practitioners or suggested by intellectuals. Maintenance approaches and their development are 

discussed by many authors same as Moubray, 1991; Kelly, 1997; Mckoneand Wiess, 1998; 

Swanson, 2001; Tsang, 2002; Alsyouf, 2007. Usually, maintenance actions are aimed at 

minimising failure and the consequences of failure of industrial plant, machinery and equipment 

as far as possible. These actions can take several forms such as break down maintenance, 

preventive maintenance (PM), i.e. replacing components at a pre-specified time using statistical 

models based on collected historical failure data, or condition-based maintenance (CBM) by 

monitoring the condition of the component using one (or more) condition monitoring(CM) 

techniques (Alsyouf , 2007, p.19). 

  In Standard SS-EN 13306 (2001), maintenance approaches are shown in a chart that is shown 

in figure 5:  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Maintenance Approaches (SS-EN 13306 2001) 
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3.5.1. Corrective Maintenance 

In SS-EN 13306, 2001 Corrective maintenance is defined as follows: 

“Maintenance carried out after fault recognition and intended to put an item into a state which it 

can perform a required function.”  

This approach is costly and is only suited for noncritical areas with low capital costs, slight 

consequences of failures, no safety risk, quick identification of failures, and fast repairs. (Starr, 

1997, pp.131-138) 

  This strategy is also known as “Failure-Based Replacement (FBR)” or “Reactive Maintenance”. 

Following FBR and Reactive Maintenance are explained. Considering these approaches can help 

reader to get more familiar with the Corrective Maintenance conception. 

3.5.1.1. Failure-Based Replacement Maintenance 

This concept is sometimes called breakdown maintenance. In the Failure-Based Replacement 

Maintenance (FBR) concept, maintenance is not performed while the machine is still running. 

When there is a machine failure, then the maintenance is performed. In this maintenance concept 

there is no information of past, future and present machine status. A lot of spare parts and an 

expert have to be available to be able to repair the machine quickly in case of failure. This 

strategy is to be used when the case of machine failure, repair-cost and repair-time is of less 

concern and no other maintenance technique is applicable, Al-Najjar (1997), Ia Williamsson 

(2006). 

3.5.1.2. Reactive Maintenance 

Reactive maintenance is basically the “run it till it breaks” maintenance mode. No actions or 

efforts are taken to maintain the equipment as the designer originally intended to ensure design 

life is reached. Advantages to reactive maintenance can be viewed as a double-edged sword. If 

we are dealing with new equipment, we can expect minimal incidents of failure. If the 

maintenance program is purely reactive, we will not expend manpower dollars or incur capital 

cost until something breaks. Since we do not see any associated maintenance cost, we could view 

this period as saving money (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010, p.2). 

3.5.2. Opportunistic Maintenance (OM) 

Opportunistic maintenance (OM) can be defined as a systematic method of collecting, 

investigating, preplanning, and publishing a set of proposed maintenance tasks and acting on 

them when there is an unscheduled failure or repair "opportunity" (Savic, et al., 1995, pp.25-34). 

Opportunistic maintenance can be thought of as a modification of the run-to-fail maintenance 

management philosophy.  

  The possibility of using opportunistic maintenance is determined by the nearness or 

concurrence of control or substitution times for different components on the same machine or 

plant. This type of maintenance can lead to whole plant being shut down at times to perform all 

relevant maintenance interventions strategy requires coordination and support from production’s 

personnel (Pariazar, et al., 2008, p.2). 
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3.5.3. Preventive Maintenance (PM) 

In SS-EN 13306 (2001, p.14) Preventive Maintenance is defined as follow: 

“Maintenance carried out at predetermined intervals or according to prescribed criteria and 

intended to reduce the probability of failure or the degradation of the functioning of an item.”  

Also Wireman (1990) defines Preventive Maintenance as: 

“Any planned maintenance activity that is designed to improve equipment life and avoid any 

unplanned maintenance activity.” 

In Wireman’s view (1990) Preventive maintenance consist of the following types: 

 Routine- Lubrication, Cleaning, inspections, etc.; aims to take care of small problems 

before they cause equipment failures. 

 Proactive replacements; replacement of deteriorating or detective components before they 

can fail. 

 Scheduled refurbishing; during a shutdown or outage, all known or suspected defective 

components are replaced. 

 Predictive maintenance; an advanced form of routine inspections, using technologies like 

vibration analysis and spectrographic oil analysis. 

 Condition-based Maintenance; maintenance based on “real-time” inspections through 

sensors installed on the equipment. 

 Reliability Engineering; design engineering studies performed to discover possible 

modifications of the equipment to prevent failures from occurring. 

  While preventive maintenance is not the optimum maintenance program, it does have several 

advantages over that of a purely reactive program. By performing the preventive maintenance as 

the equipment designer envisioned, we will extend the life of the equipment closer to design. 

This translates into dollar savings. Preventive maintenance (lubrication, filter change, etc.) will 

generally run the equipment more efficiently resulting in dollar savings. While we will not 

prevent equipment catastrophic failures, we will decrease the number of failures. Minimizing 

failures translate into maintenance and capital cost savings (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010, 

p.3). 

3.5.3.1. Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) 

Condition based maintenance is defined as: “Preventive maintenance based on performance 

and/or parameter monitoring and the subsequent actions.” (SS-EN 13306, 2001, p.15). It is thus 

a maintenance type that utilizes on-condition tasks in order to monitor the condition over time 

and usage. This is done in order to give input to decide maintenance actions dynamically 

(Bengtsson, 2007, p.25). Mobley in 2002 mentioned that Condition Based Maintenance is 

performed to serve the following two purposes: 

 To determine if a problem exists in the monitored item, how serious it is, and how long 

the item can be run before failure. 

 To detect and identify specific components in the items which are degrading and 

diagnose the problem.  
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  This Maintenance strategy is often designed for rotating and reciprocating machines, e.g. 

Turbines, Centrifugal pumps and compressors (Pariazar et al. 2008, p.2). But limitations and 

deficiency in data coverage and quality reduce the effectiveness and accuracy of the condition 

based maintenance strategy (Alnajjar and Alsyouf, 2003, pp.84) 

3.5.3.2. Predictive Maintenance 

Predictive maintenance can be defined as follow:  

  “PdM is the Measurements that detect the onset of system degradation (lower functional state), 

thereby allowing causal stressors to be eliminated or controlled prior to any significant 

deterioration in the component physical state. Results indicate current and future functional 

capability” (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010, p.4). 

  Predictive maintenance has lots of advantages. A well-orchestrated predictive maintenance 

program would eliminate catastrophic equipment failures. We will be able to schedule 

maintenance activities to minimize or delete overtime cost. We will be able to minimize 

inventory and order parts, as required, well ahead of time to support the downstream 

maintenance needs. We can optimize the operation of the equipment, saving energy cost and 

increasing plant reliability (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010, p.4). 

3.5.3.3. Deference between PdM and CBM  

PdM defines methods to predict or diagnose problems in a piece of equipment based on trending 

of test results. These methods use non-intrusive testing techniques to measure and compute 

equipment performance trends.  

  On the other hand, Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a methodology that combines 

predictive and preventive maintenance with real-time monitoring. Also PdM uses CBM systems 

to detect fault sources well in advance of failure, making maintenance a proactive process. 

(OSIsoft, 2007, p.3) 

3.6. Maintenance Concepts 

Before starting the discussion on maintenance concepts a common terminology needs to be set 

out.  As maintenance Action, Policy, and Concepts make some confusion in literature and 

practice, they should be illustrated to make them clearer. Pinelton et al. (2008) explained these 

three definitions as follow: 

Maintenance Action: “Basic maintenance intervention, elementary task carried out by a 

technician (What to do?)” 

  Maintenance Policy:  “Rule or set of rules describing the triggering mechanism for the different 

maintenance actions (How is it triggered?)” 

  Maintenance Concept: “Set of maintenance policies and actions of various types and the 

general decision structure in which these are planned and supported 

(The logic and maintenance recipe used?)” (Pintelon, et al, 2008, pp.27-

32). 
 

  Figure 6 shows the relationship between Maintenance Action, Policy, and Concepts
4
: 

                                                            
4 Consider the abbreviations at the beginning of the report 
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  The idea of an “optimized” maintenance program suggests that an adequate mix of maintenance 

actions and policies needs to be selected and fine-tuned in order to improve uptime, extend the 

total life cycle of physical asset and assure safe working conditions, while bearing in mind 

limiting maintenance budgets and environmental legislation. Therefore, a “maintenance concept” 

for each installation is necessary to plan, control and improve the various maintenance actions 

and policies applied. Maintenance concepts determine the business philosophy concerning 

maintenance, and that they are needed to manage the complexity of maintenance. 

  Not surprisingly, as system complexity is increasing and maintenance requirements are 

becoming more complex, maintenance concepts will require different levels of complexity. 

Literature provides us with various concepts that have been developed through a combination of 

theoretical insights and practical experiences. Choosing and implementing the best concept in a 

given context is hard. To the question “what concept is best for us?” no short and straightforward 

answer exists. The right answer to the question is determined by the context, with its complex 

interaction of technology, business, organization, and so forth (Pintelon, et al, 2008, pp.27-32). 

Some of the maintenance concepts are illustrated in this part as follow. 

3.6.1. Total Productive Maintenance 

Pomorski (2004) defines TPM as follow: 

 

Figure 6: Relationships between Maintenance Action, Policies, and Concepts. Available from: 

<http://books.google.se/books?id=zh_cGGC1TtEC&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false>, [20 May 2013] 
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“ A structure equipment-centric continuous improvement process that strives to optimize 

production effectiveness by identifying and eliminating equipment and production efficiency 

losses throughout the production system life cycle through active team-based participation of 

employees across all levels of the operational hierarchy”(Pomorski, 2004, p.5). 

 Nakajima (1986, pp.73-83) describes TPM Concept under OCTAPACE
5

 culture in the 

following five points: 

 It aims to maximize equipment effectiveness (Improve overall effectiveness). 

 It establishes a complete productive maintenance program encompassing maintenance 

prevention, preventive, maintenance, and improvement related maintenance for the entire 

life cycle of the equipment. 

 It is implemented on a team basis by various department s and it requires the participation 

of equipment designers, equipment operators, and maintenance department workers. 

 It involves every single employee from top management down to the workers on the shop 

floor. 

 It promotes and implements productive maintenance based on autonomous small-group 

activities (participative management).  

3.6.2. Reliability-Centred Maintenance 

Moubray described RCM as “a process used to determine what must be done to ensure that any 

physical asset continues to do what its user wants it to do in its present operating context” 

(Moubray, 1997, p.7). 

  Basically, RCM methodology deals with some key issues not dealt with other maintenance 

programs. It recognizes that all equipment in a facility is not of equal importance to either the 

process or facility safety. It recognizes that equipment design and operation differs and that 

different equipment will have a higher probability to undergo failures from different degradation 

mechanisms than others (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010, p.5). Advantages of RCM concept 

comes as follows: 

 RCM can be the most efficient maintenance program.  

 RCM has Lower costs by eliminating unnecessary maintenance or overhauls.  

 RCM can minimize frequency of overhauls. 

 RCM reduces probability of sudden equipment failures.  

 RCM is able to focus maintenance activities on critical components. 

 RCM can increases component reliability.  

 RCM would incorporate root cause analysis.  

In spite of having good advantages, RCM has some disadvantages as follow: 

 RCM can have significant startup cost, training, equipment, etc.  

 RCM saves the potential not readily seen by management.  

                                                            
5 OCTAPACE= Openness, Confrontation, Trust, Authenticity, Proactively, Autonomy, Collaboration, Experimenting. 
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3.6.3. Total Quality Maintenance 

Al-Najjar (1996) developed the TQMain as a maintenance concept and described it as follow: 

“TQMain is a means for monitoring and controlling deviations in process condition and product 

quality, and for detecting failure causes and potential failures in order to interfere when it is 

possible to arrest or reduce machine deterioration rate before the product characteristics are 

intolerably affected and to perform the required action to restore the machine/process or a 

particular part of it to good as new” (Al-Najjar, 1996, pp. 4-20). 

  The main objectives of Total Quality Maintenance (TQMain) is to assure high quality products 

or services at competitive prices and also to enable the user to maintain and improve the 

technical and economic effectiveness of process elements continuously. 

  TQMain can also detect failure causes and potential failures in order to interfere when it is 

possible to arrest or reduce machine deterioration rate before the product characteristics are 

unacceptable and the machinery not able to perform the required improvement, for applying to 

the software maintenance will be analyzed (Williamsson, 2006, p.42). 

   Al-Najjar and Alsyouf (2000, p.4) also discussed about what characterizes TQMain and 

distinguishes it from other maintenance concepts (RCM and TPM) as follow: 

 Real-time measurements (of the essential monitoring parameters of the machine 

condition and manufacturing process, technical and economic data) saved and 

continuously updated in a common database. 

 Proactive maintenance, which means to intensively use the real-time data to analyze 

and detect causes for deviations in product quality and machine condition, and also to 

track the development of damages at an early stage. 

 Continuous cyclic improvement, meaning that consulting and comparing the database 

history with the new data the maintenance policy could be improved (suggested here is 

VBM; Vibration Based Maintenance, a condition-based maintenance).VBM (Vibration 

Based Maintenance) is used in industrial maintenance as a means for data gathering about 

the machine condition. This is a CBM (Condition Based Maintenance) that can identify 

failure causes, modes and mechanisms. The quality of the industrial product and the 

condition of the machinery and tools are in close relation and therefore if deviations in 

measurements of either one of them are detected, maintenance can be carried out on time. 

This is predictive and proactive maintenance and is a characteristic for TQMain. 

3.7. Maintenance Management  
Management is “the process of designing and maintaining an environment in which individuals 

working together in groups, accomplish efficiently selected aims” (Weihrich, 1997, pp. 4-13). 

Management is concerned with quality and productivity that imply effectiveness and efficiency. 

Many authors such as Koontz (Koontz, et al. 1972) and Thayer (Thayer, 1997, pp. 72-104) agree 

that management consists of five separate functions. The functions are:    

 Planning consists of selecting missions and objectives and predetermining a course of 

actions for accomplishing them. Commitment of human and material resources and 

scheduling of actions are among the most critical activities in this function.  
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 Organizing is the management function that establishes an intentional structure of roles 

for people to fill in an organization. This entails arranging the relationships among roles 

and granting the responsibilities and needed authority.  

 Staffing involves filling the positions in the organization by selecting and training 

people. Two key activities of this function are evaluating and appraising project 

personnel and providing for general development, i.e. improvement of knowledge, 

attitudes, and skills.  

 Leading is creating a working environment and an atmosphere that will assist and 

motivate people so that they will contribute to the achievement of organization and group 

goals.  

 Controlling measures actual performances against planned goals and, in case of 

deviations, devises corrective actions. This entails rewarding and disciplining project 

personnel.  

  Regarding the Management definition and its functions the Maintenance Management (Available 

from: http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/P25-5-2-2000E.pdf?,[20 May, 2013]) is:  

“An orderly and systematic approach to planning, organizing, monitoring and evaluating 

maintenance activities and their costs”. 

  But the big question is that how to manage maintenance as managers faces to many daily 

complex activities. In such a climate Maintenance Management System (MMS) as a powerful 

technique would help managers to organize the maintenance department activities. 

  There is a lot of work required to set up a successful maintenance management system. 

Changes are required only when there is an addition or deletion to the inventory or when cost 

increases and estimates need to be corrected. In these cases, the appropriate work orders and 

schedule must be revised and the manpower, equipment, material and contract costs updated for 

the next year.  

3.8. Maintenance Management System 

A Maintenance Management System (MMS) is primarily “A technique for organizing the 

operations of the maintenance department(s) within a utility to enable personnel to execute their 

responsibilities in a consistent, timely manner while maintaining high performance standards at 

minimum cost” (Jordan et al., 2010, p.29). To establish a system that fully realizes this 

definition, maintenance manager must first develop a strategy for planning and implementing 

MMS. The strategy should include: 

 Organizing a team to develop and install the system  

 Carrying out a needs assessment  

 Identifying the costs and benefits of implementing the system 

 Establishing a timetable for implementing the components of the system  

  The process of developing an effective strategy requires the elements that constitute an MMS. 

Development of a new MMS or an extensive upgrade of an existing system is a major project. 

Careful planning is a key condition for success (Jordan, 2010, p.29). 
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  A good maintenance management system coupled with knowledgeable and capable 

maintenance staff can prevent health and safety problems and environmental damage; yield 

longer asset life with fewer breakdowns; and result in lower operating costs and a higher quality 

of life. In order to implement a good MMS it needs managers to use modern software such as 

CMMS- Computerized Maintenance Management System- which is discussed later. There is a 

vast number of “Computerized Maintenance Management System” available in the commercial 

market to assist in effectively managing the maintenance of on reserve assets (Available from: 

http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/P25-5-2-2000E.pdf?,[20 May, 2013]). 

3.9.  CMMS as a Maintenance software 
The goal of maintenance management is to apply a management system that optimizes the use of 

resources (Manpower, Equipment, Material, and funds) to maintain the facilities and equipment 

that are the responsibility of the maintenance organization. The system should provide an 

integrated process giving the manager control over the maintenance of all facilities and 

maintainable equipment. The functions of such a system list as follow: 

 Address all resources involved; 

 Maintain maintenance inventory; 

 Record and maintain work history; 

 Include work tasks and frequencies; 

 Accommodate all methods of work accomplishment; 

 Effectively interface and communicate with related and supporting systems ranging from 

work generation through work performance and evaluation; 

 Support each customer’s mission; 

 Ensure communication with each customer; 

 Provide feedback information for analysis, and 

 Reduce costs through effective maintenance planning. 

 

  A modern Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS), (Available from: 

http://www.lynxlebanon.com/PdfDocuments/AboutCMMS.pdf, [20 May 2013]), meets these requirements and 

assists the facilities maintenance manager with work reception, planning, control, performance, 

evaluation, and reporting. Such a system will also maintain historical information for 

management use. The manager should evaluate management data requirements and establish 

electronic data needs prior to acquiring a system or replacement of the current system. Following 

some of the CMMS capabilities is illustrated: 

 

 It might provide the ability of tracking the equipment locations; 

 It might allow the operator to keep the equipment’s record; 

 It might provide separate module to track labour resources; 

 It might build safety plans for equipment; 

 Inventory Control; 

 Work Request; 

 Work Order Tracking; 
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 Work Management;  

 Quick Reporting; 

 Managing the Preventive Maintenance (PM); 

 Material Purchasing.  

3.10. Maintenance Planning  
In the book of “Maintenance planning and scheduling” (Kister et al; 2006, p. 118) there are some 

definitions for Maintenance Planning that comes as follow: 

 “Maintenance Planning is the advance preparation of selected jobs so that they can be executed 

in an efficient and effective manner when the job is performed at some future date “.   

  “Maintenance Planning is a process of detailed analysis to first determine and then to describe 

the work to be performed, by task sequence and methodology”.  

  In the mentioned book, it is also discussed that Maintenance Planning provides for the 

identification of all required resources, including skills, crew size, labor-hours, spare parts and 

materials, special tools and equipment. It includes developing an estimate of total cost and 

encompasses essential preparatory, post-maintenance and restart efforts of both operations and 

maintenance. In Kister’s view the Maintenance Planner must have the requisite personal skills as 

well as professional skills derived from experience and thorough, comprehensive training in 

order to execute “professional” Maintenance Planning. When these attributes are in place, the 

effective utilization of maintenance personnel can be increased by as much as 65% and job 

execution time can be reduced (Kister et al; 2006, p. 118). 
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3.11. Maintenance Costs 
One of the primary roles of maintenance roles is to ensure that the productive means of adding 

value are available to carry out their function in a safe manner, at the required performance and 

profitably. In order to maximise the added value, the maintenance work and resource should be 

applied as economically as possible (Willson, 1999).  

  Maintenance cost usually consists of direct and indirect costs (Alsyouf I., 2009). Direct 

(visible) costs comprise factors such as direct labour, e.g. manpower, direct material, e.g. spare 

parts, and overheads, e.g. tools, transportation, training and methods. Indirect (invisible) costs 

are all the costs that may arise due to planned and unplanned maintenance actions, e.g., lost 

production costs, accidents, etc., (see among others Blanchard (1986 and 1997), Ahlmann (1984 

and 1998), Shonder and Hughes (1997), Wilson (1999), Al-Najjar (1997), Al-Najjar et al. 

(2001),and Mirghani (2001)). Maintenance costs are shown in figure 7, (Willson, 1999). 
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  Recently more emphasis has been put on maintenance as a profit generating function due to the 

fact that life cycle profit is more discussed rather than life cycle cost, (see among others 

Ahlmann (1994 and 1998), Jonsson (1999), Wilson (1999), and Sherwin (2000)). 

3.12. Improvement of Maintenance Strategy and the 

Consequence of choosing wrong strategy 

Improvement projects in the area of maintenance strategies are always necessary because of the 

return on investment they can achieve (Willson, 1999). 

  Making a cost-effective maintenance decision is not an easy task, especially when the 

production system consists of several different components with different maintenance 

characteristics and the maintenance program must combine technical requirements with the 

firm’s managerial and business strategies (Alsyouf, 2004, p.43). 

  Practice shows that if a decision maker relies on experience only, he takes erroneous decisions 

which lead to fatal consequences, such as economic stagnation, environmental degradation. To 

have an opportunity for taking rational decisions, both organizational and personal, we need to 

use a wider range of scientific knowledge. Actually, decision-making is now an international 

problem of interest to mathematicians, economists, sociologists, psychologists, and engineers 

(Ayzerman et al., 1983, p.p. 127-151). 

 The decision maker needs to select from all the applicable maintenance approaches the right 

policy for each component, module or equipment. The identification and implementation of the 

appropriate maintenance policy will enable them managers to avoid premature replacement 

costs, maintains table production capabilities, and prevent the deterioration of the system and its 

components (See among others Williams et al., 1994; Mann et al., 1995; Dekker, 1996; 

Vineyardetal., 2000; Sherwin, 2000; Waeyen berghand Pintelon, 2002). 

3.13. Key Areas in Developing a Strategy 

Managers have to consider the following key areas in developing strategy, (Rao et al., 2010, 

pp.21-25):  

 The mode of producing goods and rendering services. 

 Who are and will be the firm's customers. 

 The type of goods and/or services that the firm will produce and will sell. 

 The methods of financing the various operations of the firm.   

 The amount of risk that the firm will take. 

 Method of implementing the strategy. 
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3.14. Criteria for Effective Strategy  
Although strategic situation is unique, there are common that tend to explain an effective 

strategy. Criteria for effective strategy include (Rao, 2010, pp.21-25):  

1-Clear, decisive objectives:  

  All efforts should be directed towards clearly understood and be decisive and attainable overall 

goals. All goals need not to be written down or numerically precise but they must be understood 

and be decisive.  

2-Maintaining the initiative:  

  The strategy preserves freedom of action and enhances commitment. It sets the pace and 

determines the course of events rather than reacting to them. 

3-Concentration:  

  The strategy concentrates superior power at the place and time likely to be decisive. The 

strategy must define precisely what will make the enterprise superior in power, best in critical 

dimensions in relation to its competitors. A distinctive competency yields greater success with 

fewer resources. 

 4- Flexibility:  

  The strategy must purposely be built in resources, buffers and dimensions for flexibility and 

manoeuvre. Reserved capabilities, planned manoeuvrability and repositioning allow one to use 

minimum resource while keeping competitors at a relative disadvantage. 

   5-Coordinated and Committed Leadership:  

  The strategy should provide responsible, committed leadership for each of its major goals. Care 

should be taken in selecting the leaders in such a way that their own interest and values match 

with the requirements of their roles. Commitment but not acceptance is the basic requirement. 

6- Surprise:  

  The strategy should make use of speed, secrecy and intelligence to attack exposed or 

unprepared competitors at an unexpected time. Thus surprise and correct time are important.  

7- Security:  

  The organisation should secure or develop resources required, securely maintain all vital 

operating points for the enterprise, an effective intelligence system to prevent the effects of 

surprises by the competitors. 

3.15. Maintenance Strategy Selection 
Maintenance strategy selection has different methods. In this part some of them are introduced 

and in continue figure 8 shows percentage of the “maintenance selection methods” that are used 

in Swedish industry. Then it is figure 9 that shows the “maintenance approaches” that are used in 

the Swedish Industries. 

3.15.1. Different methods for Maintenance Strategy selection 

In fact, there are several methods to do a selection and finding the best strategy for maintenance 

department. It is possible to find methods that can be useful in selecting the right maintenance 
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policy or action, such as methods that are based on modelling the time to failure and 

optimisation, e.g. age and block (See among others, Barlowand Campo, 1975; Bergman, 1977; 

Murthy and Asgharizadeh, 1999; Sherwin, 2000; Campbell and Jardine, 2001; Marquez and 

Heguedas, 2002; Wang, 2002). 

  On the other hand, there are sets of rules such as the systematic approach of maintenance 

planning applied by reliability centred maintenance (RCM) for selecting the suitable 

maintenance action (Moubray, 1991; Smith, 1993). Important elements in RCM methodology 

include identification of system functions and functional failures, as well as failure mode effects 

and criticality analysis (FMECA) and decision trees (Tsang, 2002, pp.7-39). 

  Additionally, there is the MCDM (Multi Criteria Decision Method) which is implemented in 

some cases as many researchers such as Roubens (1996), Zanakis et al.(1998), Triantaphyllou 

and Lin (1996), Bevilacqua and Braglia(2000, pp.1-13), Al-Najjarand Alsyouf (2003) and 

Wangetal (2007) discussed about it. 

3.15.2. Maintenance Strategy selection in Swedish industry 

Due to some researches, companies and businesses are divided to three different groups while 

they make their decision on selecting a maintenance strategy (Alsyouf, 2009, p.219). 

  The first group is called “Business oriented group” as they try to achieve competitive 

advantages through concentrating on aspects such as machine availability, reducing lost 

production costs, machine reliability, smooth production, product quality, on-time delivery, 

replacement costs, cost effectiveness and investment costs. Second group is labelled the “greens” 

because they focus mainly on aspects related to health, safety and the environment. Finally third 

group is named “followers” as they only work according to original equipment manufacturers’ 

recommendation and company policy. 

  According to the questionnaire that has done by Alsayouf (2009, p.219), it was identified that 

about 81% of the firms do not use a specific method during maintenance policy selection, but use 

the current knowledge and experience within the company. On the other hand, about 31% of the 

respondents use a method based on modelling the time to failure and optimisation when selecting 

a maintenance policy, while about 10% use FMECA and decision trees in their selection and 

only 2% use MCDM. 

  Additionally, about 6% have mentioned using other maintenance selection methods such as 

monthly lists, documentation and experience, major overhauls twice a year, maintenance cost, 

manufacturer recommendations, risk analysis and their own databases. It should be mentioned 

that about 30% of the respondents used a combination of at least two methods  at the 

same time, for example, experience and FMECA, or experience, modelling and 

optimisation. Figure 8 shows the results of the questionnaire in detail. 
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Figure 8: Percentage of Maintenance Selection methods that are used in Sweden (Alsayouf 2009) 

3.15.3. Maintenance approaches used in Swedish Industry  

In a survey that has done by Alsyouf  (2009,p.219),  based on the 115 respondents that were 

asked to rate how much emphasis was placed on a set of maintenance approaches, i.e. Failure 

Based Maintenance (FBM), Preventive Maintenance, operational or calendar-based maintenance, 

Condition-Based Maintenance, reliability-centred maintenance, and Total Productive 

Maintenance(TPM), it is identified that PM comes first, while CBM and FBM stand in the 

second place, then TPM assigned the third place to itself and finally RCM comes as the last one. 

This categorization is shown in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Maintenance approaches that is used in the Swedish Industries (Alsayouf 2009) 

3.15.4. Features of an ideal maintenance Strategy selection method 

Alsyouf (2004, p.38) introduced a set of features was suggested and discussed as ideal features 

for a maintenance selection method. These features are: 
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 Dependability on failure-data 

 User friendliness 

 Utilizing personnel knowledge and experience 

 Considering financial aspects adequately and consistently 

 Considering technical analysis before data gathering 

 Ability to consider organisational aspects 

 Ability to measure cost effectiveness 

 Flexibility (allowing feedback and continuous improvements) 

 Ability to consider the plant holistically 

3.16. Decision Making 
Decision making (ability to argue) is the central element of administrative activities. By saying 

decision making we mean “a specific type of human activities aimed at choosing the best among 

available alternatives” (Kolbin, 2003, p.346).  

  This definition indicates three necessary elements in the decision-making process:  

 The problem to be solved; 

 A person or collective body which takes a decision; 

 Several alternatives among which a choice will be made.  

  In the absence of one element, the process of selection ceases to exist. Conscious activities of 

man are inseparably linked with planning, which anticipates and determines all of his purposeful 

actions. Any planning process can be represented as a sequence or set of decision-making 

processes. Each decision captures the result of a specific planning problem, which allows the 

logical design for elaboration of a plan to be represented as a graph of such problems. (Kolbin, 

2003, p.346) 

3.17. Previous Researches 

In this section some of the previous researches that have done to find a method for maintenance 

strategy selection are reviewed. Alsyouf (2001) in the Paper I  identify a fuzzy MCDM (Multiple 

Criteria Decision Making) methodology for selecting the most informative maintenance 

approach  and in paper II shows a model for selecting and improving the most cost effective 

maintenance policy based on the continuous improvement method, i.e. Plan, Do, Check and Act. 

  Pariazar, M., et al. (2008) identified a model for selecting maintenance strategy based on 

“improvement AHP” method. Also Jafari A., et al, in 2008 had used “Fuzzy Delphi” method in 

maintenance strategy selection. 

  Later Salonen (2010) had formulated the Maintenance strategy process base on three important 

aspects, Company vision and mission, Company strategic goals, and the strategic goals of 

maintenance. Zaim, S., et al. (2012), tried to develop a method on maintenance strategy selection 

using AHP and ANP algorithms. Obviously number of researches that has done on finding a 

method to select the best maintenance strategy has increased sharply during recent years, and it 

shows the importance of choosing the compatible strategy in the desired company. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.  The Structure of Maintenance Strategy selection 
In chapter 4 the research method is clearly described and this chapter is going to explain the 

method in detail.  As it has mentioned in previous chapter it contains 5 steps that are argued in 

the following parts. 

4.1. Theoretical method Steps 

Generally, the method of selecting maintenance strategy has 5 steps. As the Figure 10 shows 

there are 5 steps to reach to the best decision (Pariazar et al., 2008, p.3). First step is started by 

specifying the variables which effect on both maintenance strategy and company goal(s). Second 

step is dealing with the factor analysis and decreasing all criteria dimensions. After shortening 

the criteria dimensions through factor analysis, criteria would be labelled and formed in different 

groups. Then in the third step a hierarchical tree as a decision tree is formed to make all possible 

states in making decision. Then in the step four, by using improved AHP method, with rough set 

theory, a comparison is made between criteria pairwise to score criteria and final alternatives. At 

the end, in the fifth step final scores are evaluated in order to select the best strategy that meet 

both maintenance and company goal(s).   

 

Figure 10: Methodology Steps for Maintenance Strategy Selection 

4.1.1. Recognizing the variables that effects on Maintenance Strategy 

Selection of maintenance strategy in each organization depends on many criteria regarding the 

company production type and maintenance conditions. This decision specially effects on how 

allocating resource, technology selection, management and organization process, etc. Hence, to 

select suitable strategy, it is necessary to choose this decision commensurate with fact (Pariazar 

et al., 2008, p.4). 

 Some of these criteria are specific and can be described by exploring through other articles such 

as those has issued by Alnajjar and Alsyouf, (2003); Bevilacqua and Braglia, (2000, p.1-13); 

Step1 

• Recognizing the variables that effects on Maintenance Strategy and 
the goal(s) of the company. 

Step 2 
• Factor Analysis in order to lablel the criteria. 

Step 3 
• Forming a Hirearchical Tree. 

Step 4 

• Using improved AHP method by rough set theory to make 
comparison between criteria pairwise. 

Step 5 

• Calculating the final scores of different strategies to choose the best 
compatible strategy 
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Triantaphyllou et al., (1997), and Wang, (2007). On the other hand, some of these criteria can be 

defined just by considering the equipment or components that the researcher would focus on. For 

example if a researcher is going to select the next maintenance strategy for a kind of Pump, then 

the criteria that would effect on this decision could be as follow that is  shown in table 1. 

No. Criteria 

1 Pump Failure (Pump Reliability) 

2 Maintenance tools and service  quality 

3 Environmental effects 

4 Perfessional Specialist 

5 Products Quality 

6 Quality of Software  that is used to control and monitor Pumps 

7 Cost of poor Maintenance 

8 Cost of  buying new Pumps with more efficiency 

9 Personnel Safety 

10 Customer Satisfaction 

11 Staff Training 

12 Personal Salary 

13 Cost of providing new Software for monitoring Pumps 

 

Table 1: Criteria that effect on the Maintenance Strategy and Company Goals 

4.1.2. Factor Analysis  

Factor analysis is a “collection of methods used to examine how underlying constructs influence 

the responses on a number of measured variables” (DeCoster, 1998, p.3). There are basically 

two types of factor analysis: Exploratory and Confirmatory. Following these types of factor 

analysis would be illustrated. 

4.1.2.1. Goals of factor analysis  

Basically factor analysis goals are: 

 to help an investigator determine the number of latent constructs underlying a set of items 

(variables). 

 to provide a means of explaining variation among variables (items) using a few newly 

created variables (factors), e.g., condensing information 

 to define the content or meaning of factors, e.g., latent constructs 

 

 

4.1.2.2. CFA and EFA 
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CFA and EFA are powerful statistical techniques. An example of CFA and EFA could occur 

with the development of measurement instruments, e.g. a satisfaction scale, attitudes toward 

health, customer service questionnaire. A blueprint is developed, questions written, a scale 

determined, the instrument pilot tested, data collected, and CFA completed. The blueprint 

identifies the factor structure or what we think it is. However, some questions may not measure 

what we thought they should. If the factor structure is not confirmed, EFA is the next step. EFA 

helps us determine what the factor structure looks like according to how participant responses. 

Exploratory factor analysis is essential to determine underlying constructs for a set of measured 

variables (Diana D. Suhr, 2006, p.2). 

4.1.2.3. Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

CFA allows the researcher to test the hypothesis that a relationship between the observed 

variables and their underlying latent construct(s) exists. The researcher uses knowledge of the 

theory, empirical research, or both, postulates the relationship pattern a priori and then tests the 

hypothesis statistically. The use of CFA could be impacted by (Schumacker, et al., 1996, p.1): 

 The research hypothesis being testing 

 The requirement of sufficient sample size (e.g., 5-20 cases per parameter estimate) 

 Measurement instruments 

 Multivariate normality 

 Parameter identification 

 Outliers 

 Missing data 

 Interpretation of model fit indices. 

A suggested approach to CFA proceeds through the following process: 

 Review the relevant theory and research literature to support model specification 

 Specify a model (e.g., diagram, equations) 

 Determine model identification (e.g., if unique values can be found for parameter 

estimation; the number of degrees of freedom, for model testing is positive) 

 Collect data 

 Conduct preliminary descriptive statistical analysis (e.g., scaling, missing data, outlier 

detection) 

 Estimate parameters in the model 

 Assess model fit 

 Present and interpret the results. 

4.1.2.4. Exploratory Factor Analysis 

  Traditionally factor analysis has been used to explore the possible underlying structure of a set 

of interrelated variables without imposing any preconceived structure on the outcome (Child, 

1990, p.6). By performing exploratory factor analysis (EFA), the number of constructs and the 

underlying factor structure are identified. EFA: 

 is a variable reduction technique which identifies the number of latent constructs and the 

underlying factor structure of a set of variables 
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 hypothesizes an underlying construct, a variable not measured directly 

 estimates factors which influence responses on observed variables 

 allows you to describe and identify the number of latent constructs (factors) 

 includes unique factors, error due to unreliability in measurement 

 Traditionally has been used to explore the possible underlying factor structure of a set of 

measured variables without imposing any preconceived structure on the outcome (Child, 

1990, p.6). 

4.1.2.5. Criteria for Extracting Factors 

Determining the number of factors to extract in a factor analytic procedure means to keep the 

factors that account for the most variance in the data. Criteria for determining the number of 

factors are: 

 Kaiser’s criterion, suggested by Guttman and adapted by Kaiser, considers factors with 

an eigenvalue greater than one as common factors (Nunnally, 1978, p.482) 

 Cattell (1966, pp.245-276) scree test. The name is based on an analogy between the 

debris, called scree that collects at the bottom of a hill after a landslide, and the relatively 

meaningless factors that result from over extraction.  

 Proportion of variance accounted for keeps a factor if it accounts for a predetermined 

amount of the variance (e.g., 5%, 10%). 

 Interpretability criteria 

a. Are there at least 3 items with significant loadings (>0.30)? 

b. Do the variables that load on a factor share some conceptual meaning? 

c. Do the variables that load on different factors seem to measure 

different constructs? 

d. Does the rotated factor pattern demonstrate simple structure?  

  EFA decomposes an adjusted correlation matrix. Variables are standardized in EFA, e.g., 

mean=0, standard deviation=1, diagonals are adjusted for unique factors, 1-u. The amount of 

variance explained is equal to the trace of the matrix, the sum of the adjusted diagonals or 

communalities. Squared Multiple Correlations (SMC) is used as communality estimates on the 

diagonals. Observed variables are a linear combination of the underlying and unique factors. 

Factors are estimated, (X1 = b1F1 + b2F2 + . . . e1 where e1 is a unique factor). 

  Factors account for common variance in a data set. The amount of variance explained is the 

trace (sum of the diagonals) of the decomposed adjusted correlation matrix. Eigenvalues indicate 

the amount of variance explained by each factor. Eigenvectors are the weights that could be used 

to calculate factor scores. In common practice, factor scores are calculated with a mean or sum 

of measured variables that “load” on a factor. The EFA Model is:  Y = Xβ+ E, Where: 

Y is a matrix of measured variables 

X is a matrix of common factors 

β is a matrix of weights (factor loadings) 

E is a matrix of unique factors, error variation 
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  Communality is the variance of observed variables accounted for by a common factor. A large 

communality value indicates a strong influence by an underlying construct. Community is 

computed by summing squares of factor loadings 

d1
2
 = 1 – communality = % variance accounted for by the unique factor 

d1 = Square root (1-community) = unique factor weight (parameter estimate) 

4.1.2.6. EFA Steps 

1) Initial extraction 

• Each factor accounts for a maximum amount of variance that has not previously been 

accounted for by the other factors 

• Factors are uncorrelated 

• Eigenvalues represent amount of variance accounted for by each factor 

2) Determine number of factors to retain 

• Scree test, look for elbow 

• Proportion of variance 

• prior communality estimates are not perfectly accurate, cumulative proportion must equal 

100% so some eigenvalues will be negative after factors are extracted, e.g., if 2 factors 

are extracted, cumulative proportion equals 100% with 6 items, then 4 items have 

negative eigenvalues 

• Interpretability 

• At least 3 observed variables per factor with significant factors 

• Common conceptual meaning 

• Measure different constructs 

• Rotated factor pattern has simple structure (no cross loadings) 

3) Rotation – a transformation 

For any given set of correlations and number of factors there are actually an infinite number of 

ways that the factors can be defined and still account for the same amount of covariance in the 

measures. Some of these definitions, however, are easier to interpret theoretically than others. By 

rotating the factors it is attempted to find a factor solution that is equal to that obtained in the 

initial extraction but which has the simplest interpretation. 

  There are many different types of rotation, but they all try to make the factors each highly 

responsive to a small subset of the items (as opposed to being moderately responsive to a broad 

set). There are two major categories of rotations, orthogonal rotations, which produce 

uncorrelated factors, and oblique rotations, which produce correlated factors. The best 

orthogonal rotation is widely believed to be Varimax. Oblique rotations are less distinguishable, 

with the three most commonly used being Direct Quartimin, Promax, and Harris-Kaiser 

Orthoblique (DeCoster, 1998, p.4). 

4) Interpret solution 

5) Calculate factor scores 

6) Results in a table 

7) Prepare results 
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4.1.2.7. Using SPSS in factor analyzing 

Many advanced statistical techniques practically impossible to be done manually. A statistical 

software package has much the same effect on data analysis as a word-Processing package has 

on writing. The primary effect is that the quality of the analysis markedly improved. Using 

statistical software, can give much more information out of the data. SPSS is one of the oldest 

and most widely-used statistical software packages, and is among the better ones available.  

  Usually researchers use SPSS for factor analyzing purpose since SPSS can retrieve, manipulate, 

and perform calculations with the created system file much more quickly than for example 

Microsoft Excel. (Indiana University, 2006, pp.7-10)    

4.1.3. Forming the hierarchical Tree 

After factor analyzing and labeling the factors, a hierarchical tree needs to be made in order to 

make comparison between all possible pairwise in the way of choosing best maintenance 

strategy. In this part initially I discuss about decision trees, and class hierarchical tree by a 

simple example, and then I introduce the hierarchical Entropy Value. 

  Decision trees (DTs) are probably the most popular mining method (Chen et al., 2003, pp.199–

209). Since DTs are powerful and popular classification method, they have been widely used in 

various domains, including data mining (Quinlan, 1986, pp. 81-106), (Quinlan, 1993, pp. 267-

303) text mining (Yang et al., 1997, pp.1-9), web intelligence (Cho et al., 2002, pp. 329-342; 

Zamir et al., 1998, pp.46-54), and many other fields that handle large data sets. They also have 

been used in industrial and business domains for credit evaluations (Piramuthu, 1999, pp. 258–

266), fraud detection (Bonchi et al., 1999, pp. 175–184), and customer-relationship management 

(Berry et al., 2000). 

  Up to now, DT construction algorithms have usually assumed that the class labels were 

categorical or Boolean variables. It means that the algorithms operate under the assumption that 

the class labels are flat. In real-world applications, however, there are more complex 

classification scenarios, where the class labels to be predicted are hierarchically related. For 

example, in a digital library application, a document can be assigned to topics organized into a 

topic hierarchy (Wu et al., 2005, pp. 313–320); in web site management, a web page can be 

placed into categories organized as a hierarchical catalog. In both of these cases, the class labels 

are naturally organized as a hierarchical structure of class labels which defines an abstraction 

over class labels.  

4.1.3.1.  Class hierarchical tree 

The Class Hierarchical Tree (CHT) is a tree whose root label covers all the concepts in the 

application domain. The concept of a parent label node will cover those of its child label nodes. 

For example, in the figure 11 “Cost” can be as a parent label node that covers the concepts of its 

child label nodes, Personal training, Hardware, and software.  
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Figure 11: Example of a Class Hierarchical tree (CHT) 

 

  Let CHT = {L1, L2... Lh } , where Li denotes the i
th

 concept level of CHT and h is the number of 

levels in CHT. Here, L1 is the most abstract level, and L2, L3 . . . Lh are the other levels, arranged 

in order of increasing specificity. We further define Li = {L(i,j)|i = 1, ... ,h and j = 1, . . . ,mi}, 

where L(i,j) means the j
th

 concept label at level i and mi is the number of concept labels at level i. 

We let the number of all concept labels in CHT be denoted as |CHT| (Chen, et al., 2009, p.2). 

4.1.3.2. Hierarchical-entropy value 

Traditionally, the entropy value, a well-known measure, would be used to determine the 

appropriateness of a current node in constructing a DT. But as the traditional entropy-based 

method has some weakness (Chen, et al., 2009, p.5) we propose a new measure, called 

hierarchical entropy value, by modifying the traditional entropy measure. It can help measure the 

appropriateness of a node with respect to the given class hierarchical tree. 

  The hierarchical-entropy value of a node Vb can be denoted as Hentropy (Vb), and can be 

computed with the following equation: 
Equation 1 

Hentropy (Vb )  ∑ ∑  (   )      (   )     
  
   

 

   
 

  Where k= h- H (Sb) +2 

  Note that P(i,j) is the probability that an arbitrary tuple in D(vb) belongs to concept label L(i,j), 

and P(i,j) can be estimated by P(i,j)=
  (     ) 

  (  ) 
. 

  Let Wi be the weight of level Li in tree CHT. Since L1 is the root label of CHT, the weight of L1 

is set to W1 = 0. Assume W1, W2, W3 . . . Wh is an arithmetic sequence and ∑      
   .  

4.1.4. AHP method improvement by Rough Sets Theory 

In the fourth step, after making the hierarchical tree, method is supposed to be followed by 

obtaining the priorities of each alternative. Regarding this, in this part the AHP -Analytical 

Hierarchy Process- is introduced as a well-known and useful method to obtain priorities of each 

alternative in multiple criteria decision making problems. AHP can assist an organization in 
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selecting among alternative missions, in selecting among alternative strategies, and in allocating 

resources to implement the chosen strategy (Forman et al., 2001, p.333).  

  AHP is based on three basic principles: decomposition, comparative judgments, and hierarchic 

composition or synthesis of priorities. The decomposition principle is applied to structure a 

complex problem into a hierarchy of clusters, sub-clusters, sub-sub clusters and so on. The 

principle of comparative judgments is applied to construct pairwise comparisons of all 

combinations of elements in a cluster with respect to the parent of the cluster. These pairwise 

comparisons are used to derive “local” priorities of the elements in a cluster with respect to their 

parent. The principle of hierarchic composition or synthesis is applied to multiply the local 

priorities of elements in a cluster by the “global” priority of the parent element, producing global 

priorities throughout the hierarchy and then adding the global priorities for the lowest level 

elements (the alternatives),(Forman et al., 2001, p.51). 

  On the other hand, as AHP method has been improved by “Rough set theory”, it is preferred to 

use the improved AHP method as it gains the result with the most accuracy. Before illustrating 

steps of AHP method there are some definitions to be explained firstly that comes as follow.  

4.1.4.1. Analytical hierarchy Process (AHP) 

The AHP is a “powerful and flexible multi-criteria decision making tool for complex problems 

where both qualitative and quantitative aspects need to be considered. AHP helps the analysts to 

organize the critical aspects of a problem into a hierarchical structure similar to a family tree”. 

By reducing complex decisions to a series of simple comparisons and rankings, then 

synthesizing the results, the AHP not only helps the analysts to arrive at the best decision, but 

also provides a clear rationale for the choices made (Saaty, 1980, 1982, 1990, p. 9–26). 

Following the steps of the AHP method would be illustrated in brief. 

  First it needs the researcher to define decision criteria in the form of a hierarchy of objectives. 

The hierarchy is structured on different levels: from the top as the goal of the company through 

middle levels (criteria and sub-criteria) to the lowest level (Alternatives). Then weight the 

criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives as a function of their importance for the corresponding 

element of the higher level. AHP use simple pairwise comparisons to determine weights and 

rating so that the analyst can concentrate on just two factors at the time. One of the questions 

which might arise when using a pairwise comparison is: how important is the “Maintenance 

policy cost” factor with respect to the “maintenance policy applicability” attribute, in terms of 

the “maintenance policy selection” i.e. the goal of the company. The answer may be the “equally 

important”, “moderately more important”, etc. The verbal response are then qualified and 

translated into a score via the use of 9-point scales (Bevilacqua et al., 2000, pp.1-13). Part 4.1.4.3 

would deal with the rough set theory and its concepts and equations. 

  After a judgment matrix has been developed, a priority vector to weight the elements of the 

matrix is calculated. This is the normalized eigenvector of the matrix. The AHP enables the 

analyst to evaluate the goodness of judgments with the inconsistency ratio IR. The judgments 

can be considered acceptable if IR # 0.1: In cases of inconsistency, the assessment process for 

the inconsistent matrix is immediately repeated. An inconsistency ratio of 0.1 or more may 

warrant further investigation (Bevilacqua et al., 2000, pp.1-13). 
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  There are some reasons that made AHP method as a popular technique  for multi-criteria 

decision making ((Belton, et al.,1983,pp-228-230),(Dyer et al.,1990,pp.249-258),( Saaty,pp.259-

268)). Some of them come as follow: 

 The possibility to measure the consistency in the decision maker’s judgment; 

 It does not, in itself, make decisions but guides the analyst in his decision making;  

 It is possible to conduct a sensitivity analysis;  

 AHP can integrate both quantitative and qualitative information;   

 It is well supported by commercial software programs.  

4.1.4.2. Main steps of Improved AHP Method  

For the purpose of reducing subjective extent of human judgment, the decision table approach 

for obtaining more objective weights is suggested. Also conditional entropy and attribute 

significance concepts in rough sets theory can be used in AHP to improve the judgment 

consistency (Xia, et al., 2007, pp. 494-504). The main steps of the improved process are (Wu et 

al., 2009, pp.327-332): 

1) Defining the criteria for Maintenance Strategy in strategic and operational levels or the 

upper level and the lower levels; 

2) Calculating the weights of criteria with improved AHP. This step includes some subsets as 

follow: 

  First define the decision table on different conditions and states for the main factors yield 

from factor analysis. Secondary calculate each objective’s attribute significances (SGF). It 

includes as follow: 

a) From the illustrated decision table, each aspects of conditional probability and 

conditional entropy is to be calculated; 

b) Calculate attribute significance(SGF) based on conditional entropy; 

c) Construct AHP judgment matrix by attribute significance; 

d) Calculate each objective’s weight; 

Pair wise comparisons among n elements in each level lead to an approximation of 

each aij=wi/wj which is the ratio of the weight of element i to element j. The estimated 

weight vector w is found by solving the following eigenvector problem:  
Equation 2 

A.w =λmax.w,  

 

  Where the matrix A consists of aij ’s, and λmax is the principal eigenvalue of A. If there 

is no inconsistency between a pair of elements, then aij is equal to 1/ aij for any i and j. 

The result is that λmax = n and A.w=n.w, where n is the number of elements in each 

row. Written out more fully this matrix equation looks as follows: 
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Equation 3 

 
 

Or 
Equation 4 

 
 

To calculate the w vector (also called the eigenvector) each column of A is first 

normalized and then averaged over its rows. This vector is used to find the relative 

importance of each element.  

e) Calculating the “Consistency Index”  

Saaty proved that for consistent reciprocal matrix, the largest Eigen value is equal to 

the size of comparison matrix , or λmax = n , Then he gave a measure of consistency, 

called Consistency Index as deviation or degree of consistency using the following 

formula: 

Equation 5 

CI= (λmax-n)/ (n-1),  

Knowing the Consistency Index, the next question is how do this index is to be used? 

Again, Prof. Saaty proposed that we use this index by comparing it with the 

appropriate one. The appropriate Consistency index is called Random Consistency 

Index (RI). 
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He randomly generated reciprocal matrix using scale “   ⁄ ,  ⁄  … 1 … 8, 9” and get 

the random consistency index to see if it is about 10% or less. The average random 

consistency index of sample size 500 matrices is shown in the table below 

 n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 

Table 2: Random Consistency Index (RI). Available from: 

< http://people.revoledu.com/kardi/tutorial/AHP/Consistency.htm>, [20 May 2013] 

Then, he proposed what is called Consistency Ratio, which is a comparison between 

Consistency Index and Random Consistency Index, or in formula: 

Equation 6 

CR = 
  

  
 

If the value of Consistency Ratio is smaller or equal to 10%, the inconsistency is 

acceptable. If the Consistency Ratio is greater than 10%, we need to revise the 

subjective judgment (Saaty, 1980). The third is to define the decision table of finer 

criteria on operational level (or the lower level). Then repeat the fore saying steps to 

get each finer criteria weight.  

3) Confirm the overall score of each aspect of criteria and alternatives. 

4.1.4.3. Concepts of Rough set theory  

Rough set theory developed by Pawlak in the early 1980s, provides a mathematical approach to 

deal with problems with uncertainty and vagueness (Pawlak, Z., 1984, 1982, 1991). It is often 

used to uncover irregularities and relationships in data. The main advantages of this theory 

(Pawlak, Z., 1999, pp. 37-44) are that it:   

 Provides efficient algorithms for discovering hidden patterns in data; 

 Identifies relationships that would not be found while using statistical methods; 

 Allows the use of both qualitative and quantitative data   

 Finds the minimal sets of data that can be used for classifications (i.e., data reduction) 

 Evaluates the significance of data  

 Generates sets of decision rules from data 

Following some of the basic concepts and mathematical definitions related to rough set theory 

are presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://people.revoledu.com/kardi/tutorial/AHP/Consistency.htm
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4.1.4.3.1. Information System 

In applying rough sets theory, the data are usually represented in a flat table like as table 3.  

Columns represent the attributes, rows represent the objects, and every cell contains the attribute 

value for the corresponding objects and attributes. In rough set terminology, such tables are 

called “information systems”. More formally, an information system is a pair Ŝ= (U, A), where 

U is a nonempty finite set of objects called a universe and A is a nonempty finite set of 

attributes. Every attribute Attr   A has an attribute value set VAttr associated with it (i.e., Attr: U 

→VAttr). An example of an information system is shown in Table 3.  

 Object e.g. 
(Department store) 

Attribute 1 
(e.g., E) 

Attribute 2 
(e.g., Q) 

Attribute 3 
(e.g., L) 

1 High Good No 

2 Medium Good No 

3 Medium Good No 

4 Low Average No 

5 Medium Average YES 

6 High Average YES 

Table 3: Example of Information System in Rough Set Theory. Available from: 

<http://site.ebrary.com/lib/malardalen/Doc?id=10114063&ppg=287>, [20 May 2013]. 

  In this information system, there are six objects (i.e., some department stores), which are 

characterized by three attributes: E, Q, and L, where E represents the experience of the sales 

personnel, Q the perceived quality of the merchandises, and L refers to the availability of a 

nearby train station. 

  From Table 3, department stores number 2 and 3 have exactly the same attribute values, and 

therefore two stores are indiscernible using the attributes available. In many real-life 

classification problems, the outcome (or class label) is already known. This class label is referred 

as a decision attribute. An information system that includes the decision attribute is called a 

decision system, which is denoted as Ts = (U, A   {d
*
}) where d

*
 ∉A is the decision attribute. 

The elements of “A” are called conditional attributes. More generally, a decision system is 

represented by Ts= (U, Tc, Td), where Tc is the set of condition attributes and Td is the set of 

decision attributes. Table 4 shows an example of a decision system. This table is the same as 

Table 3 except that it has the decision attribute Pf, which represents the profit status of the 

department stores. In this table, department stores number 2 and 3 have the same condition 

attribute values but with different decision attribute values (i.e., loss and profit, 

respectively),(Sankar K., et al., 2004, pp.263-288). 

Store E Q L Pf 

1 High Good No Profit 

2 Medium Good No Loss 

3 Medium Good No Profit 

4 Low Average No Loss 

5 Medium Average YES Loss 

6 High Average YES Profit 

Table 4: Example of a Decision System. Available from: 

<http://site.ebrary.com/lib/malardalen/Doc?id=10114063&ppg=287>, [20 May 2013]. 
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4.1.4.3.2. Indiscernibility Relation  

Given an information system, each subset of attributes can be used to partition the objects into 

clusters. The objects in the same cluster have the same attribute values. Therefore, these objects 

are indiscernible (or similar) based on the available information. An indiscernibility relation can 

be defined to describe this property. Before doing so, some relevant concepts are given first.  

Definition 1: 

An ordered pair is a set of a pair of objects with an order associated with them. If objects are 

represented by x and y, we write an ordered pair as (x, y) or (y, x). In general (x, y) is different 

from (y, x).  

Definition 2: 

A binary relation from a set X to a set Y is a set of ordered pairs (x, y) where x is an element of 

X and y is an element of Y. When an ordered pair (x, y) is in a relation R, we write x R y or (x, 

y) R. It means that element x is related to element y in relation R. When X = Y, a relation from 

X to Y is called a (binary) relation on Y.   

Definition 3:  

The set of all ordered pairs (x, y) is called the Cartesian product of X and Y, denoted as X Y, 

where x is an element of X and y is an element of Y. Thus for a binary relation R from X to Y, it 

is a subset of Cartesian product X Y denoted as R  X Y.   

Definition 4: 

A binary relation R  X   X, which is reflexive (i.e., an object is in relation with itself, denoted 

as x R x), symmetric (if x R y, then y R x) and transitive (if x R y and y R z, then x R z) is called 

an equivalence relation. The equivalence class of an element x  X, denoted as [x] R, consists of 

all objects y  Y such that x R y. The family of all equivalence classes of R is denoted by U/R. 

Now let us provide a definition of the indiscernibility relation. 

 Definition 5: 

 Given an information system Ŝ= (U, A) with any B  A, there is an associated equivalence   

relation I B: 
Equation 7 

IB = {(x, y)   U U |    Attr.   B, Attr(x)= Attr(y)} 

 

IB is called the B-indiscernibility relation.  

  If (x, y´)   IB, the objects x and y´ are indiscernible from each other by attributes from B. The 

family of all equivalence classes of IB (i.e., the partition determined by B) will be denoted by 

U|IB, or simply U|B; an equivalence class of IB containing x will be denoted by [x]B. Now the 

information system given in Table 4 is used to illustrate the indiscernibility relation and the 

corresponding equivalence classes. 

  Here are six nonempty conditional attributes sets: {E}, {Q}, {L}, {E, Q}, {E, L}, {Q, L}, and 

{E, Q, L}. Considering the attribute set {E, Q}, by equation 7 we can get the {E, Q} 

indiscernibility relation, I {E, Q}, and the partition determined by it as follow:  

 

U|I {E, Q} = {{1}; {2, 3}; {4}; {5}; {6}} 
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  Considering {3, 2}  I {E, Q}, objects 2 and 3 are indiscernible from each other by E and Q and 

belong to the same equivalence class. 

  Similarly for the other attribute sets, we can obtain their corresponding indiscernibility relations 

and equivalent classes. Below are partitions determined by the indiscernibility relations I {Q, L}, I 

{E}, and I {E, Q, L}, respectively (Sankar K., et al., 2004, pp.263-288). 

 

U|I {Q, L} = {{1, 2, 3}; {4}; {5, 6}} 

U|I {E} = {{1, 6}, {2, 3, 5}; {4}} 

U|I {E,Q,L}={{1};{2, 3};{4};{5};{6}} 

 

4.1.4.4. Conditional entropy and attribute significances concept 

Definition 1: 

Entropy H (P) of knowledge P (attributes set) is defined as:  
Equation 8 

 ( )   ∑ (  

 

   

)      (  ) 

Where P (Xi) = |Xi|/|U| and P (Xi) denotes the probability of Xi when P is on the partition  

X={X1, X2 … Xn} of universe U, i =1, 2… n. 

Definition 2: 

Conditional entropy H(P) which knowledge Q(U|IQ)= X={ Y1, Y2, …, Ym } is relative to 

knowledge P(U|IP)= X={ X1, X2, …, Xn } is defined as  
Equation 9 
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Where P(Yj |Xi ) is conditional probability, and  i, j=1,2,…,n,…,m . 

Definition 3:   

Suppose that decision table S= {U, R, V, f}, R=C D, Subsets C is condition attribute set and D 

is the decision attribute set , and attribute subset A⊂ C. 

The attribute significance SGF (a, A, D) of attribute a, a (a  C|A) is defined as  
Equation 10 

SGF (a, A, D) = H (D|A)-H (D| A  {a}) 

Given attribute subset A, the greater the value of SGF (a, A, D), the more important “a” is for 

decision D (Pariazar, et al., 2008, p.4). 

4.1.5. Calculation of the final score for each strategy 

In order to calculate the final score of each supplier, local weights should be multiplied by each 

other in order to gain the global weights. Then final scores for each alternative would be 

calculated by multiplying global scores by the information systems comes from the current 

situation of the company. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Applied solution procedures 

In this chapter, in order to show the way that “improved AHP method” works, a hypothetical example 

which is created by the researcher is illustrated for the Aftermarket in an automotive company. This 

example focuses on the fuel system part of the car, specially the Fuel Pump, and tries to find the best 

maintenance strategy for this part by using improved AHP method.   

5.1. Example of how to apply improved AHP method for the 

Aftermarket 

In order to deal with the example, it needs the aftermarket to be introduced first. Also in this part 

there are some information about the Electrical Fuel Pump (Turbine Style) explained to provide a 

better climate while studying the example.   

5.1.1.  Aftermarket 

Aftermarket, as one of the main profit generators for the companies, has gained increasing attention 

recently. Therefore, companies seek for new methods and solutions enabling them to provide the best 

possible service to the customers through the most efficient ways (Ehsanifar, F., et al, 2011, p1). 

  After sales service is an important aspect of a marketing transaction. Every increase in the use 

of machinery, appliances and equipment in all branches of the economy has created a continuous 

demand for after sales service, (i.e., for the smooth maintenance and repairs) at low charges as 

well as quick access to spare parts and accessories at reasonable prices. 

  All manufacturers and dealers of costly mechanical and electrical machines and appliances 

must offer a very efficient after sales service, i.e. free services during the guarantee period and 

thereafter at low charges. After sales service cover repairs, spare parts and maintenance. After 

sales service is an important selling point helping the customer to take a quick decision to 

purchase durable and costly goods. Such facilities prevent dissatisfaction, and frustration among 

customers. (Sherlekar, S.A.; et al; 2010, p126) 

5.1.2. Maintenance strategy of the customer 

 Maintenance strategies determine decisions regarding the temporal process, intensity, and kind 

of maintenance procedures used to achieve particular goals. These goals can be the enhancement 

of machine reliability or cost minimization. Maintenance tasks include inspection, service, and 

repair work, all of which can be carried out during operational status or during machine and plant 

downtimes (Gopalakrishnan & Banerji, 2002; Jardine & Tsang, 2006; Mobley, et al., 2008). 

  The costs of maintenance in relation to downtime costs are decisive in the selection of a 

maintenance strategy. Safety aspects and the specifications of a company in the form of expected 

machine lifetime, required availability, product portfolio and the market situation should also be 

taken into consideration. The selected maintenance strategy directly influences the total demand 

for spares by that company. All top-performers try to manage long-term service contracts 

including preventive maintenance on a condition-based or time-based (Ruben, J., 2012). 
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5.1.3. Problem 

The general manager of an automotive company decides to improve the company’s performance, 

products quality, safety, equipment reliability, etc. In the way of improving, he found that the 

aftermarket service needs to improve the current situation as much as possible. Currently 

engineers in this section apply different maintenance strategies for different parts of the cars. But 

unfortunately it seems that customers are not so satisfied by services they receive for the Fuel 

System of the cars specially “Electric Fuel Pump”. In such situation Maintenance Manager asks 

me (hypothetically) as a consultant to find the best maintenance strategies for different parts of 

the Electric Fuel Pump in typical cars in order to meet the goal of the aftermarket service that is 

to give the best service to the customer. 

5.1.4.  Fuel System and Electric Fuel Pump 

Fuel systems are an essential part of the vehicles. The fuel system transfers fuel from the fuel 

tank and pass it through a fuel filter for cleaning before it arrives at the injectors. A pressure 

regulator controls fuel pressure to ensure good engine performance under a variety of speed and 

load conditions. Fuel injectors, when activated; spray a metered amount of fuel into the engine. 

Some vehicles use a return line system to return unused fuel back to the tank. Available from: 

<http://www.gbmufflerbrake.net/repairs/fuel-system>, [20 May 2013]. 

  The electric fuel pump is the heart of every electronic fuel injection system and usually located 

inside or near the fuel tank, the fuel pump's jobs are: 

1. To push fuel from the tank to the injectors 

2. To create sufficient pressure so the injectors will deliver the correct amount of fuel 

under all operating conditions. Available from: 

<http://www.autohausaz.com/html/fuelpumps.html>, [20 May 2013]. 

Electric fuel pumps come in a variety of designs: 

1. “Roller cell” pump 

2. “Gerotor” pump 

3. “Roller vane” pump 

4. “Turbine” style fuel pump 

  Most new vehicles use a "turbine" style fuel pump. A turbine pump has an impeller ring 

attached to the motor. The blades in the impeller push the fuel through the pump as the impeller 

spins. This type of pump is not a positive-displacement pump, so it produces no pulsations, runs 

very smoothly and quietly. It operates at higher speeds, typically up to 7,000 rpm and draws less 

current than older style pumps. Some aftermarket pump supplies use this type of pump to replace 

the older designs. Available from: <http://www.aa1car.com/library/fuel_pump.htm>, [20 May 2013]. 

5.1.5. How an Electric Fuel Pump (Turbine Style) Works 

When the driver turns the ignition key on, the Powertrain Control Module (PCM) energizes a 

relay that supplies voltage to the fuel pump. The motor inside the pump starts to spin and runs 

for a few seconds to build pressure in the fuel system. A timer in the PCM limits how long the 

pump will run until the engine starts. 

http://www.gbmufflerbrake.net/repairs/fuel-system
http://www.autohausaz.com/html/fuelpumps.html
http://www.aa1car.com/library/fuel_pump.htm
http://www.aa1car.com/library/pcm.htm
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  Fuel is drawn into the pump through an inlet tube and mesh filter sock (which helps keep rust 

and dirt out of the pump). The fuel then exits the pump through a one-way check valve (which 

maintains residual pressure in the system when the pump is not running), and is pushed toward 

the engine through the fuel line and filter. The fuel pump runs continuously once the engine 

starts, and continues to run as long as the engine is running and the ignition key is on. 

5.1.6. Electric Fuel Pump design and Maintenance Strategy 

Figure 12 shows a Turbine Style Fuel Pump and Maintenance Manager noticed that currently 

they apply CM Strategy for different parts of this Pump.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Maintenance manager also mentioned that next proposal strategies for different parts of the 

Fuel Pump could be PM or CBM due to the experience they had while pumps services. Table 

5 shows the current and the proposal maintenance strategies for Fuel Pump. Maintenance 

manager discussed that the next chosen maintenance strategy should meet the goal(s) of the 

company and should be selected based on the company conditions.  

No. Pump Component  
Current 

Maintenance 

Strategy 

Next Proposal for Maintenance 

Strategy 

1 Turbine Impeller CM PM CBM 

2 Shaft CM PM CBM 

3 Electric Motor Armature CM PM CBM 

4 Check Valve CM PM CBM 

Table 5: Current maintenance strategies and proposals for the next maintenance strategies for Fuel Pump 

 

Figure 12: Different parts of the Electric Fuel Pump. Available from: 
<http://www.aa1car.com/library/fuel_pump.htm>, [20 May 2013]. 

 

http://www.aa1car.com/library/fuel_pump.htm
http://www.aa1car.com/library/fuel_pump.htm
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5.1.7. Questionnaire 

So I run a hypothetically questionnaire among maintenance personnel in order to find the most 

important criteria that follow both the goal(s) of the company and the maintenance department 

facility and conditions. Based on my knowledge there could be 13 items - which is shown in 

table 6 - considered as the general criteria in the aftermarket that effects on both goal(s) of the 

company and maintenance approach. I ask maintenance staffs, Engineers, and manager to attend 

this Web-based questionnaire. The questionnaire contains a major question that comes as follow: 

Up to what extent do the following items effect on the goal(s) of the company? 

NO. Criteria 
No 

effect 

Low 

effect 

High 

effect 

1 Fuel System Failures     

2 Maintenance tools and service  quality    

3 Environmental effects    

4 Professional Specialist    

5 Spare parts quality and availability    

6 Quality of Software that is used to find the failure.    

7 Cost of poor Maintenance    

8 Cost of  using spare parts with more efficiency    

9 Personnel Safety    

10 Customer Satisfaction    

11 Staff Training    

12 Personal Salary    

13 Cost of providing new Software for recognizing failures    
 

Table 6: Questionnaire that is run in the relevant company 

In this questionnaire “No effect”, “Low effect”, and “High effect” respectively have the value 1, 

2, and 3. 

5.1.8. Data generating by Excel 

Generally as in the current research the example is a hypothetical one, I generated a hundred 

responds by using Excel software and the “RANDBETWEEN (bottom, top)” formula. By 

getting help from this formula random natural numbers are generated between 1 and 3 according 

to the effectiveness ranking comes from the questionnaire results. A part of the responds is 

shown in the appendix 1. 

5.1.9. Factor Analysis Results 

Then by using the SPSS software data were analysed, the criteria were classified. First, I 

analyses the criteria by EFA method and rotated them by using Varimax option. Then he 

generates a scree plot in the SPSS. Result shows that there are 4 main factors that include these 

13 criteria as shown in Figure 13: 
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Figure 13: Scree Plot that comes from SPSS .It shows 4 main factors 

  On the other hand, based on data analysing and data rotating comes from the SPSS, I found that 

there are just 12 criteria that effect on the goal(s) of the company and the maintenance capability. 

Obviously one of the criteria (Personal Salary) has no effect on the goal of the company due to 

the employees view. Table 7 shows the 12 chosen criteria:  

No. Criteria 
Factor 

1 2 3 4 

1 Fuel System Failures 0,979 -0,096 -0,013 0,175 

2 Maintenance tools and service  quality 0,240 0,012 -0,027 -0,115 

3 Environmental effects -0,016 0,994 0,107 0,001 

4 Professional Specialist 0,003 -0,249 0,934 -0,253 

5 Spare parts Quality and availability 0,223 0,108 0,290 0,111 

6 Quality of Software that is used to find the failure -0,051 0,075 0,269 -0,028 

7 Cost of poor Maintenance -0,193 0,034 -0,079 0,475 

8 Personal Salary -0,042 -0,131 -0,193 -0,284 

9 Personnel Safety -0,061 0,126 0,050 -0,277 

10 Customer Satisfaction 0,083 -0,012 -0,137 0,258 

11 Staff Training 0,032 0,137 -0,048 0,223 

12 Cost of  using spare parts with more efficiency -0,132 -0,066 -0,029 0,207 

13 Cost of providing new Software for recognizing failures -0,038 0,039 0,090 0,195 

 

Table 7 : Categorizing of Criteria by using SPSS software 

  Now the main question is: “what are those 4 main factors?” By have a deep consideration at the 

table 7 it is concluded that some of the criteria refer to “Cost”, some of them related to the 

“Safety”, some concerns with the “Value added”, and some of them can be categorized in 

“Equipment and Technology”. These four factors are shown in table 8: 
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No Main Factor 

1 Cost 

2 Safety 

3 Value added 

4 Equipment and Technology 

 

Table 8: Labeling of main Factors 

And these 4 main factors include 12 criteria which are illustrated in table 9: 

Cost Safety Value added 
Equipment and 

Technology 

Cost of poor Maintenance 
Environmental 

effects 
Professional Specialist 

Fuel System 

Failures 

Cost of  using spare parts with 

more efficiency 
Personnel Safety 

Spare parts Quality and 

availability 

Maintenance tools 

and service  quality 

Cost of providing new Software 

for recognizing failures  

Quality of Software 

that is used to find the 

failure 
 

Staff Training 
   

Customer Satisfaction 
   

 

Table 9: labeling main factors and Categorizing Criteria 

  Maintenance manager would like to know if the current strategy works in the future or they 

should change the strategy for different parts of the Fuel Pump. In the case of need for changing 

the strategies they want to know which strategy that has offered by maintenance manager - 

illustrated in Table 5 - would be the best one for each part in the recent future. Thus, it needs a 

tool to make a comparison between different strategies to define the best maintenance strategy. 

Thus, I prefer to use “Improved AHP Method” as a tool to make a comparison between different 

strategies. But first of all a “Hierarchical Decision Tree” should be provided. Next part would 

discuss about forming a “Hierarchical Decision Tree” for Fuel Pump. 

5.1.10. Forming the Hierarchical Tree 

In continue I made a “Hierarchical Decision Tree” for Fuel Pump to score the best maintenance 

strategy regarding previous processed data by SPSS. Figure 14 shows the “Hierarchical Decision 

Tree” for Fuel Pump. It contains 4 levels which first level determines the goal that is “Selection 

of the best maintenance approach for the Fuel Pump”. Level 2 and 3 illustrates the senior and 

junior criteria that are discussed in table 7 and 8. Finally level 4 shows the alternatives that are 

the Maintenance Strategies, CM, PM, and CBM. 
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Figure 14: Hierarchical Decision Tree for “Turbine Impeller, Shaft, Electric Motor Armature, and Check Valve” 

 

Level Goal 

CM 

PM 

CBM 

Selection of 

Best 

Maintenance 

Approach 

Cost 

Safety 

Value 

added 

Equipment 

and 

Technology 

Cost of poor 

Maintenance 

Cost of using spare 

parts with more 

efficiency 

Cost of providing 

new Software for 

recognizing failures 

Staff Training 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Environmental 

effects 

Personnel Safety 

Professional  

Specialist 

Spare parts 

Quality and 

availability 

Quality of Software 

that is used to find 

the failure 

Fuel System 

Failures 

Maintenance tools 

and service quality 

Level 2: Criteria Level 3: Criteria Level 4: Alternatives 

(Maintenance Strategies) 
Level 1: The Goal 
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  After making the Hierarchical Decision Tree, I apply Improved AHP Method. So I provide two 

decision tables for level 2, and 3 to make different conditions that could be run in the company. 

But before providing decision tables I create an initial “Information System Table” (scale table) 

as follow: 

Group 

Tag 
Criteria 1 2 3 

A Cost Low Middle High 

B Safety High Middle Low 

C Value added Good Middle POOR 

D 
Equipment and 

Technology 
High Middle Low 

 

Table 10: Scale for creating different conditions 

  Regarding table 10, each criterion can have three different kinds of qualities while running the 

strategy.  These qualities are scored from 1 to 3. For instance one condition could be as follow: 

Cost=2, Safety=1, Value added=1, Equipment and Technology=3 

  That means the Maintenance Strategy would be run while cost quality is middle, safety quality 

is high, value added quality is good, and Equipment and Technology quality is low. 
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5.1.11. Applying Improved AHP method 

This part is going to show the utilization of improved AHP method for level 2 (Main Criteria), 

level 3 (Junior Criteria), and level 4 (Alternatives for maintenance strategies). It contains lots of 

calculations and following tables would explain some of them, and it is avoided to show the rest 

in order to focus on the main subject i.e. the way the method works.  

5.1.11.1. Calculation for Level 2 

So according to the table 10 there could be 81 conditions for the main factors. It should be 

mentioned that safety couldn’t be 3 as it won’t meet the goal(s) of the company. Also according 

to the explanation of maintenance manager, summation of the criteria quality scales couldn’t be 

greater or equal than 8. A part of the table that includes these conditions is shown in table 11. In 

this table, for example row 4 shows that in the process of selecting a maintenance strategy, if the 

Cost quality is “low”, Safety quality is “middle”, Value added quality is “good”, and the 

Equipment and Technology quality is “high”, then it would be an acceptable condition for the 

company as the summation is lower  than 8. Therefore it is “OK”, otherwise if the summation is 

greater than 8 then the condition is not an acceptable one and it is “N.OK”.  

No. of 

Condition 

Criteria 

Summation 

Decision 

Acceptation 

(d) 
Cost (A) Safety (B) Value added (C) 

Equipment and 

Technology (D) 

1 1 1 1 1 4 OK 

2 2 2 2 2 8 N.OK 

3 3 3 3 3 12 N.OK 

4 1 2 1 1 5 OK 

5 2 3 2 2 9 N.OK 

6 3 1 3 3 10 N.OK 

7 1 3 1 1 6 N.OK 

8 2 1 2 2 7 OK 

9 3 2 3 3 11 N.OK 

10 2 1 1 1 5 OK 

11 3 2 2 2 9 N.OK 

12 1 3 3 3 10 N.OK 

13 3 1 1 1 6 OK 

. . . . . . . 
81 3 3 1 2 9 N.OK 

Table 11: Decision Table of “Different Conditions” 

  Then for finding the criteria weights, based on table 11, I use the AHP Method based on Rough 

set theory (which is illustrated in chapter 4 section 4.1.4.3). 

  First of all regarding the above decision table, I distinguished the accepted and non-accepted 

pairwise into two columns that are shown in table 12. In table 12, “U” is the set of criteria come 

from table 11, and “IND {d}” is the Decisions Indiscernibility relation. So “U|IND {d}” is the 

set of criteria that are selected regarding the kind of decisions has been made in the last column 

of table 11. 
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U|IND {d} 

NO. 
Selected Conditions  

comes from table 11 

(Y1)(OK) 

Unselected Conditions 

 comes from table 11 

(Y2)(N.OK) 

1 1 2 

2 4 3 

3 8 5 

4 10 6 

5 13 7 

6 14 9 

7 16 11 

8 19 12 

9 20 15 

10 22 17 

11 25 18 

12 26 21 

13 28 23 

14 32 24 

15 34 27 

16 38 29 

17 39 30 

18 43 31 

19 45 33 

20 46 35 

21 48 36 

22 49 37 

23 58 40 

24 64 41 

25 72 42 

26 78 44 

27 79 47 

28   50 

29   51 

30   52 

31   53 

32   54 

33   55 

34   56 

35   57 

36   59 

37   60 

38   61 

39   62 

40   63 

41   65 

42   66 

43   67 

44   68 

45   69 

46   70 

47   71 

48   73 

49   74 

50   75 

51   76 

52   77 

53   80 

54   81 

 

Table 12: Selected and Unselected Conditions 
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  Then I found similar pairwise based on their combination type. For example, by considering 

three rows (1, 10, 13) in the table 11 (in the absence of column A, (Cost)), it could be seen that 

these three pairwise have the similar attributes. All of the similar pairwise are shown in tables 

13, 14, 15, and 16. In these tables: 

U|IND {B, C, D}-Xi: is the set of the similar pairwise regarding indiscernibility relation between 

Safety, Value added, and Equipment and Technology, in the absence of 

Cost conditions (Xi).  

U|IND {A, C, D}-Zi: is the set of the similar pairwise regarding indiscernibility relation between 

Cost, Value added, and Equipment and Technology, in the absence of 

Safety conditions (Zi).  

U|IND {A, B, D}-Gi: is the set of the similar pairwise regarding indiscernibility relation between 

Cost, Safety, and Equipment and Technology, in the absence of Value 

added conditions (Gi).  

U|IND {A, B, C}-Fi: is the set of the similar pairwise regarding indiscernibility relation between 

Cost, Safety, and Value added, in the absence of Equipment and 

Technology conditions (Fi). 
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U|IND {B,C,D}- Xi 

NO. 
Similar pairwise 

Tag number  

Combination 

type 

1 1 10 13 1 1 1 

2 16 34 72 1 2 1 

3 8 32 73 1 2 2 

4 19 37 64 1 3 1 

5 22 39 46 1 1 2 

6 25 42 45 1 1 3 

7 48 65 75 1 3 2 

8 49 74 80 1 2 3 

9 6 30 66 1 3 3 

10 4 28 78 2 1 1 

11 20 38 50 2 1 2 

12 52 77 79 2 1 3 

13 26 43 56 2 2 1 

14 2 11 14 2 2 2 

15 23 40 54 2 2 3 

16 57 58 76 2 3 1 

17 17 35 59 2 3 2 

18 9 33 60 2 3 3 

19 7 31 67 3 1 1 

20 47 51 81 3 1 2 

21 18 36 68 3 1 3 

22 53 61 71 3 2 1 

23 5 29 55 3 2 2 

24 21 62 70 3 2 3 

25 24 41 69 3 3 1 

26 27 44 63 3 3 2 

27 3 12 15 3 3 3 
 

Table 13: Similar Pairwise in the absence of “Cost” 

 

U|IND {A,C,D}-Zi 

NO. 
Similar pairwise 

Tag number 

Combination 

type 

1 1 4 7 1 1 1 

2 16 43 61 1 2 1 

3 14 32 55 1 2 2 

4 19 41 58 1 3 1 

5 22 38 47 1 1 2 

6 25 36 79 1 1 3 

7 48 59 63 1 3 2 

8 49 54 62 1 2 3 

9 12 30 60 1 3 3 

10 10 28 67 2 1 1 

11 20 39 51 2 1 2 

12 45 52 68 2 1 3 

13 26 34 53 2 2 1 

14 2 5 8 2 2 2 

15 23 70 80 2 2 3 

16 57 64 69 2 3 1 

17 17 44 65 2 3 2 

18 15 33 66 2 3 3 

19 13 31 78 3 1 1 

20 46 50 81 3 1 2 

21 18 42 77 3 1 3 

22 56 71 72 3 2 1 

23 11 29 73 3 2 2 

24 21 40 74 3 2 3 

25 24 37 76 3 3 1 

26 27 35 75 3 3 2 

27 3 6 9 3 3 3 
 

Table 14: Similar Pairwise in the absence of “Safety” 
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U|IND {A,B,D}-Gi 

NO. 
Similar pairwise 

Tag number 

Combination 

type 

1 1 16 19 1 1 1 

2 4 43 58 1 2 1 

3 14 38 59 1 2 2 

4 7 41 61 1 3 1 

5 22 32 48 1 1 2 

6 25 30 49 1 1 3 

7 47 55 63 1 3 2 

8 54 60 79 1 2 3 

9 12 36 62 1 3 3 

10 10 34 64 2 1 1 

11 8 39 65 2 1 2 

12 45 66 80 2 1 3 

13 26 28 57 2 2 1 

14 2 17 20 2 2 2 

15 23 33 52 2 2 3 

16 53 67 69 2 3 1 

17 5 44 51 2 3 2 

18 15 68 70 2 3 3 

19 13 37 72 3 1 1 

20 46 73 75 3 1 2 

21 6 42 74 3 1 3 

22 56 76 78 3 2 1 

23 11 35 50 3 2 2 

24 9 40 77 3 2 3 

25 24 31 71 3 3 1 

26 27 29 81 3 3 2 

27 3 18 21 3 3 3 
 

Table 16: Similar Pairwise in the absence of “Value Added”  

 

U|IND {A,B,C}-Fi 

NO. 
Similar pairwise 

Tag number 
Combination 

type 

1 1 22 25 1 1 1 

2 4 38 79 1 2 1 

3 14 43 54 1 2 2 

4 7 36 47 1 3 1 

5 16 32 49 1 1 2 

6 19 30 48 1 1 3 

7 55 61 62 1 3 2 

8 58 59 60 1 2 3 

9 12 41 63 1 3 3 

10 10 39 45 2 1 1 

11 8 34 80 2 1 2 

12 64 65 66 2 1 3 

13 20 28 52 2 2 1 

14 2 23 26 2 2 2 

15 17 33 57 2 2 3 

16 51 67 68 2 3 1 

17 5 53 70 2 3 2 

18 15 44 69 2 3 3 

19 13 42 46 3 1 1 

20 72 73 74 3 1 2 

21 6 37 75 3 1 3 

22 50 77 78 3 2 1 

23 11 40 56 3 2 2 

24 9 35 76 3 2 3 

25 18 31 81 3 3 1 

26 21 29 71 3 3 2 

27 3 24 27 3 3 3 
 

Table 15: Similar Pairwise in the absence of “Equipment 

and Technology” 
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Now by using illustrated decision tables (13, 14, 15, 16), I calculated the conditional probability 

and conditional entropy. Results are shown in table 17. In this table: 

P (Xi): is the probability of finding similar pairwise (3) in the absence of “Cost”, in the all 

criteria conditions (81). 

P (Zi): is the probability of finding similar pairwise (3) in the absence of “Safety”, in the all 

criteria conditions (81). 

P (Gi): is the probability of finding similar pairwise (3) in the absence of “Value Added”, in the 

all criteria conditions (81). 

P (Fi): is the probability of finding similar pairwise (3) in the absence of “Equipment and 

Technology”, in the all criteria conditions (81). 

 

P (Y1|Xi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (OK) in similar pairwise in the absence 

of “Cost”. 

P (Y2|Xi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (N.OK) in similar pairwise in the 

absence of “Cost”. 

P (Y1|Zi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (OK) in similar pairwise in the absence 

of “Safety”. 

P (Y2|Zi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (N.OK) in similar pairwise in the 

absence of “Safety”. 

P (Y1|Gi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (OK) in similar pairwise in the absence 

of “Value Added”. 

P (Y2|Gi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (N.OK) in similar pairwise in the 

absence of “Value Added”. 

P (Y1|Fi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (OK) in similar pairwise in the absence 

of “Equipment and Technology”. 

P (Y2|Fi) = is the probability of finding similar decisions (N.OK) in similar pairwise in the 

absence of “Equipment and Technology”. 

 

 

  As an example, by considering table 14, three conditions in the first similar pairwise could be 

found in the accepted conditions in the table 12, but none of them could be find in the non-

accepted conditions in the same table. Therefore:  

P (Y1|X1)  
     

 
 =1, and 

P (Y2|X1)  
    

 
 =0  
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i P(Xi),P(Zi),P(Gi),P(Fi) P(Y1|Xi) P(Y2|Xi) P(Y1|Zi) P(Y2|Zi) P(Y1|Gi) P(Y2|Gi) P(Y1|Fi) P(Y2|Fi) 

1 0,037037 1 0 0,666667 0,333333 1 0 1 0 

2 0,037037 1 0 0,666667 0,333333 1 0 1 0 

3 0,037037 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 

4 0,037037 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0 1 0 1 

5 0,037037 1 0 0,666667 0,333333 1 0 1 0 

6 0,037037 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 

7 0,037037 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0 1 0 1 

8 0,037037 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 

9 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

10 0,037037 1 0 0,666667 0,333333 1 0 1 0 

11 0,037037 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 

12 0,037037 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 

13 0,037037 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 

14 0,037037 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 

15 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

16 0,037037 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0 1 0 1 

17 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

18 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

19 0,037037 0 1 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 

20 0,037037 0 1 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 

21 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

22 0,037037 0 1 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 0,333333 0,666667 

23 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

24 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

25 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

26 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

27 0,037037 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Table 17: Conditional Probability and Conditional Entropy 

  Then regarding table 11 and the equation no. 9 that illustrated in the section 4.1.4.4 I calculate 

the Attribute Significance (SGF) based on conditional entropy. The table of calculations for 

Cost’s SGF is shown in the appendix 2 as an example. So the SGFs table for level 2 comes as 

follow in table 18. 

Result of local weight- level 2 

Factor SGF 

Cost(A) 0,340109568 

Safety(B) 0,446338118 

Value added (C) 0,286531173 

Equipment and Technology (D) 0,286531173 

 

Table 18: Attribute Significance (SGF) based on conditional entropy- Level 2 
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  To find that if the calculated SGFs are true or not, I made AHP judgment matrix by attributes 

significance. Results are shown in table 19.  In this table “W” is the local weight for the relevant 

factors that are mentioned in table 18. 

Pairwise Comparison Matrix for Criteria in Level 2 

WA/WA 1 WA/WB 0,762 WA/WC 1,18699 WA/WD 1,18699 

WB/WA 1,312336 WB/WB 1 WB/WC 1,55773 WB/WD 1,55773 

WC/WA 0,842467 WC/WB 0,64196 WC/WC 1 WC/WD 1 

WD/WA 0,842467 WD/WB 0,64196 WD/WC 1 WD/WD 1 

 

Table 19: AHP judgment matrix by attributes significance 

  After normalizing the above matrix, “λmax” that is illustrated in part 4.1.4.2 is calculated and it 

is equal to 4 and consequently CR (Consistency Ratio) is equal to 0. So as “CR” is absolutely 

under 0.1, it means that all SGFs are calculated accurately. 

5.1.11.2. Calculation for Level 3 

Similarly I create the same tables in level 3, but in this level instead of 81 conditions there are 

531441 conditions to be considered as there are 12 criteria. In this level, to accept a decision, 

Safety or Environmental quality condition shouldn’t be 3, or the summation of quality conditions 

shouldn’t be greater than 20 (see Appendices 3 and 4). Finally after a huge amount of 

calculation, SGFs table for these 12 criteria is gained as follow: 

Result of local weight- level 3 

No. Criteria SGF 

1 Cost of poor Maintenance(A1) 0,051972848 

2 Cost of  using spare parts with more efficiency(A2) 0,051972848 

3 Cost of providing new Software for recognizing failures(A3) 0,051972848 

4 Staff Training(A4) 0,051972848 

5 Customer Satisfaction (A5) 0,051972848 

6 Environmental effects(B1) 0,078410263 

7 Personnel Safety(B2) 0,078410263 

8 Professional Specialist (C1) 0,051972848 

9 Spare parts Quality and availability(C2) 0,051972848 

10 Quality of Software that is used to find the failure(C3) 0,051972848 

11 Fuel System Failures (D1) 0,051972848 

12 Maintenance tools and service  quality(D2) 0,051972848 

 

Table 20: Attribute significance (SGF) based on conditional entropy- level 3 
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And regarding tables 18 and 20, the Global Weights are gained by multiplying local weights in 

level 2 and local weights in level 3 with each other. Results are shown in table 21: 

Result of local weight- level 2 Result of local weight- level 3 Global Weight 

Cost(A) 0,340109568 

Cost of poor Maintenance(A1) 0,051972848 0,017676463 

Cost of  using spare parts with more 

efficiency(A2) 
0,051972848 0,017676463 

Cost of providing new Software for recognizing 

failures(A3) 
0,051972848 0,017676463 

Staff Training(A4) 0,051972848 0,017676463 

Customer Satisfaction (A5) 0,051972848 0,017676463 

Safety(B) 0,446338118 
Environmental effects(B1) 0,078410263 0,034997489 

Personnel Safety(B2) 0,078410263 0,034997489 

Value added (C) 0,286531173 

Professional Specialist (C1) 0,051972848 0,014891841 

Spare parts Quality and availability(C2) 0,051972848 0,014891841 

Quality of Software that is used to find the 

failure(C3) 
0,051972848 0,014891841 

Equipment and 

Technology (D) 
0,286531173 

Fuel System Failures (D1) 0,051972848 0,014891841 

Maintenance tools and service  quality(D2) 0,051972848 0,014891841 

Table 21: Result of Local and Global Weight 

5.1.11.3. Calculation for Level 4 

In continue I prepared an information system according to the maintenance manager statements 

that are shown in Table 22. In this information system, the criteria scored regarding different 

kinds of strategies according to the table 10.  For instance number 3 in the row of “A3” and the 

column “CBM” in table 22, means that the cost of staff training in the case of selecting “CBM” 

as the next strategy is much higher than while selecting “CM”.  

Maintenance Strategy Information Table for 

“Turbine Impeller, Shaft, Electrical Motor Armature, Check Valve” 
Criteria 

Tag No. 
Criteria Name CM PM CBM 

A1 Cost of poor Maintenance(A1) 3 1 2 

A2 Cost of  using spare parts with more efficiency(A2) 1 2 3 

A3 Cost of providing new Software for recognizing failures(A3) 1 2 3 

A4 Staff Training(A4) 1 2 3 

A5 Customer Satisfaction (A5) 3 1 1 

B1 Environmental effects(B1) 3 1 1 

B2 Personnel Safety(B2) 3 1 1 

C1 Professional Specialist (C1) 2 1 1 

C2 Spare parts Quality and availability(C2) 3 1 1 

C3 Quality of Software that is used to find the failure(C3) 3 2 1 

D1 Fuel System Failures (D1) 3 1 2 

D2 Maintenance tools and service  quality(D2) 3 2 1 

Table 22: Information system for “Turbine Impeller, Shaft, Electrical Motor Armature, Check Valve” by considering 

CM, PM, and CBM. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. Results 

6.1. Final Scores 

After normalizing and applying the global weights in the above Information system in the 

previous table 22, the final scores are changed as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  In table 23, the summation of all normalized scores regarding the relevant strategy would 

identify the best strategy to be selected. The lower the summation is, the more the probability of 

selection would be increased. Scores in table 23 would be analysed in chapter 7. 

6.2. Answers to the research questions 

  Solving mentioned problem in the previous chapter helps to answer the research questions as 

follow. First question (RQ1) asks that: “What are the main factors that effect on choosing 

maintenance strategy?” 

  To answer this question it should be mentioned that, selection of maintenance strategy in each 

organization depends on many criteria regarding the company production type and maintenance 

conditions. This decision specially effects on how allocating resource, technology selection, 

management and organization process, etc. In an example in chapter 5 it is shown that the main 

factors for choosing the best maintenance strategy could be related to the quality conditions of 

“Cost”, “Safety”, “Value added”, and “Equipment and Technology” for the aftermarket in an 

Maintenance Strategy Information Table for 

“Turbine Impeller, Shaft, Electrical Motor 

Armature, Check Valve” 
Criteria Tag 

No. 
CM PM CBM 

0,008838231 0,002946077 0,005892154 A1 

0,002946077 0,005892154 0,008838231 A2 

0,002946077 0,005892154 0,008838231 A3 

0,002946077 0,005892154 0,008838231 A4 

0,010605878 0,003535293 0,003535293 A5 

0,020998493 0,006999498 0,006999498 B1 

0,020998493 0,006999498 0,006999498 B2 

0,00744592 0,00372296 0,00372296 C1 

0,008935105 0,002978368 0,002978368 C2 

0,00744592 0,004963947 0,002481973 C3 

0,00744592 0,002481973 0,004963947 D1 

0,00744592 0,004963947 0,002481973 D2 

0,108998114 0,057268024 0,066570359 Summation 

 Table 23: Maintenance Strategy Information Table for “Turbine Impeller, Shaft, Electrical Motor Armature, Check Valve” 
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automotive company.  Respectively these main factors can be divided into some sub criteria 

regarding the equipment or the components that the maintenance strategy would be chosen for. 

  Second question (RQ2) asks “if there is any structure to choose the best Maintenance 

strategy?” 

  In chapter 4 the structure of choosing maintenance strategy by using the improved AHP method 

is argued. This structure contains 5 steps. First step is started by specifying the variables, and 

criteria which effect on both maintenance strategy and company goal(s). Second step is dealing 

with the factor analysis and decreasing all criteria dimensions. After shortening the criteria 

dimensions through factor analysis, criteria would be labelled and formed in different groups. 

Then in the third step a hierarchical tree as a decision tree is formed to make all possible states in 

making decision. Then in the step four, by using improved AHP method, with rough set theory, a 

comparison is made between criteria pairwise to score criteria and final alternatives. At the end, 

in the fifth step final scores are evaluated in order to select the best strategy that meet both 

maintenance and company goal(s). Example in chapter 5 shows the application of this structure.  

  Third question (RQ3) asks about “the way of specifying next Maintenance Strategy by 

maintenance manager?” 

Easily, by considering the fifth step of the illustrated method, maintenance manager can select 

the best maintenance strategy regarding the relevant equipment and components. By using 

“Improved AHP Method” and the suitable software, maintenance managers can make a trustable 

decision in the way of selecting the best maintenance strategy. Indeed maintenance manager can 

trust on executing of the selected strategy due to the fact that all factors and conditions in the 

company are considered during mathematical solution. In this way maintenance managers can 

avoid waste of money and they can save lots of time and man-hours in order to implement a 

suitable maintenance strategy. 

  Fourth question (RQ4) asks: “What are the tools or software that can help Maintenance 

Manager to get the correct decision in choosing next Maintenance Strategy?”  

In the current research, Microsoft Excel and SPSS are used in this method to do lots of 

calculations and analysis. But the explained structure could be still improved by providing 

unique software to avoid making mistakes while doing lots of calculations. On the other hand, 

running a questionnaire regarding the company conditions provides a tool for eliciting 

information which maintenance managers can use that in the way of maintenance strategy 

selection. 
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CHAPTER 7 

7. Analysis 

By considering table 23 it is observed that in the current situation of the aftermarket service for 

this company, the best maintenance strategy for Electric Fuel Pump’s parts is “PM” as the final 

weight for this strategy is the lowest among the others (0.057). However CBM strategy would 

stand on the next place for Electric Fuel Pump’s parts due to the fact that it has the lowest 

summation after PM. On the other hand as a recommendation, maintenance manager should 

consider that aftermarket service shouldn’t deals with the CM strategy more as it has the most 

score among the others, and it means it’s useless to continue with CM strategy in the current 

situation of the company. Results are also shown in the Figure 15. Actually implementing 

preventive maintenance in this company for the Electric fuel pump includes some benefits 

illustrated as follow. 

   Since preventive maintenance is a standardized procedure with little variation, the tasks and 

time required can be accurately estimated. Estimating time, cost could be estimated simply by 

multiplying the hours required by the required labour rates. On the other hand, most parts and 

materials that are used for preventive maintenance are well known and can be identified in 

advance. The quantity of each item planned should be multiplied by the cost of the item in 

inventory. The sum of those extended costs will be the material cost estimate. Scheduling is, of 

course, one of the advantages of doing preventive maintenance over waiting until equipment 

fails and then doing emergency repairs (Mobley et al., 2004. Pp. 21-22). 
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Figure 15: Hierarchical Decision Tree for “Turbine Impeller, Shaft, Electric Motor Armature, Check Valve” 

 

Level Goal 

CM 

PM 

CBM 

Selection of 

Best 

Maintenance 

Approach 

Cost 

Safety 

Value 

added 

Equipment 

and 

Technology 

Cost of poor 

Maintenance 

Cost of using spare 

parts with more 

efficiency 

Cost of providing 

new Software for 

recognizing failures 

Staff Training 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Environmental 

effects 

Personnel Safety 

Professional  

Specialist 

Spare parts 

Quality and 

availability 

Quality of Software 

that is used to find 

the failure 

Fuel System 

Failures 

Maintenance tools 

and service quality 

Level 2: Criteria Level 3: Criteria Level 4: Alternatives 

(Maintenance Strategies) 
Level 1: The Goal 

0.109 

0.057 

0.066 
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CHAPTER 8 

8. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This research introduces “Improved AHP Method” as an efficient method for Industrial and 

maintenance managers to select the best maintenance strategy based on the company’s 

conditions and goal(s). Selection of maintenance strategy in each organization depends on many 

criteria regarding the company production type and maintenance conditions. This decision 

specially effects on how allocating resource, technology selection, management and organization 

process, etc. In an example in this research it is shown that the main factors for choosing the best 

maintenance strategy could be related to the quality conditions of “Cost”, “Safety”, “Value 

added”, and “Equipment and Technology” for the aftermarket in an automotive company.  

Respectively these main factors can be divided into sub criteria, sub-sub criteria regarding the 

equipment or the components that the maintenance strategy would be chosen for. 

  Also this research argued about the structure of choosing best maintenance strategy by using 

the improved AHP method. The structure contains 5 steps. First step is started by specifying the 

variables, and criteria which effect on both maintenance strategy and company goal(s). Second 

step is dealing with the Factor Analysis and decreasing all criteria dimensions. After shortening 

the criteria dimensions through Factor Analysis, criteria would be labelled and formed in 

different groups. Then in the third step a hierarchical tree as a decision tree is formed to make all 

possible state in making decision. Afterwards, in the step four, by using improved AHP method, 

with rough set theory, a comparison is made between criteria pairwise to score criteria and final 

alternatives. At the end, in the fifth step final scores are evaluated in order to select the best 

strategy that meet both maintenance and company goal(s).  Easily, by considering the fifth step 

of this structure, maintenance manager can select the best maintenance strategy regarding the 

relevant equipment and components. 

  Indeed maintenance manager can trust on executing of the selected strategy due to the fact that 

all factors and conditions in the company are considered during mathematical solution. In this 

way maintenance managers can avoid waste of money and they can save lots of time and man-

hours in order to implement a suitable maintenance strategy.  

  Microsoft Excel and SPSS as statistical software are used in this method to do lots of 

calculations and analysis. But the explained structure could be still improved by providing 

unique software to avoid making mistakes while doing the calculations. On the other hand, 

running a questionnaire regarding the company conditions provides a tool for eliciting 

information which maintenance managers can use that in the way of maintenance strategy 

selection. 

 Thus, it is concluded that by using “Improved AHP Method” and suitable software, maintenance 

managers can make a trustable decision in the way of selecting the best maintenance strategy. 
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10. Appendices 

Appendix 1:  

Fuel 

System 

Failures 
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Quality of 

Software that 

is used to 
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failure 

Personal 

Salary 

Spare parts 

Quality and 

availability 

Maintenance 

tools and 

service  

quality 
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Training 
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using spare 

parts with 

more 

efficiency 

Cost of poor 

Maintenance 

Cost of 

providing new 

Software for 

recognizing 

failures 

Personal 

Safety 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Environmental 

effects 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 

3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 3 
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Appendix 2: Calculation of SGF for Cost in level 2: 

i P(Xi) P(Y1|Xi)     
 (     )

 
P1=P(Y1|Xi)* 
    

 (     )
 

P(Y2|Xi)     
 (     )

 

P2=P(Y1|Xi)* 
    

 (     )
 

SGF(A,{B,C,D},{d})= 

-(P1+P2)*P(Xi) 

1 0,037 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0,037 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 0,037 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,034 

4 0,037 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,034 

5 0,037 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0,037 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,034 

7 0,037 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,034 

8 0,037 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,034 

9 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

10 0,037 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11 0,037 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,034 

12 0,037 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,034 

13 0,037 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,034 

14 0,037 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,034 

15 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

16 0,037 0,33 -1,58 -0,53 0,67 -0,58 -0,39 0,034 

17 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

18 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

19 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

20 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

21 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

22 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

23 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

24 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

25 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

26 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

27 0,037 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Summation 0,3401096 
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Appendix 3: Criteria quality conditions in level 4 
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Appendix 4: Selected and Unselected Conditions in level 4 
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